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ERTIFICATE PURPOSE IS TO AID PROSEUTION OF WAR
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with industrial employers
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and imprisonment by the
government.

SUGAR FOR CANNING
STRAWBERRIES TO BE
ALLOWED BY BOARD
The local war rationing
board requests those desiring sugar for canning or
preserving strawberries to
apply within the next few
days. Only persons desiring
sugar for this purpose need
apply, since the Board has
only a limited supply of application forms. Sugar for
other canning purposes will
be made later, local OPA
officials advised.

School Year Ends;
Commencement To
Be Held Tonight
Four Special Awards
To Be Made For
Achievements By 1943
Graduates
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Mohne Dam Breached By RAF Bombers

Business and Professional Men Back Spread
Of Movement In
This Area
Boy Scout education for
"Scouters" . . . business and
professional men who have indicated their interest in broadening Scout activities of the
Three Rivers District, was advanced here Tuesday night at a
meeting in the K. U. basement,
attended by approximately 20
representative citizens of Princeton, Eddyville and
Kuttawa.
Marion, also in this district, was
not represented. W. C. Sparks,
district chairman, presided.
Scout Executives W. 0. Potter, Owensboro, and Charles
Baugh, Madisonville, assisted by
Area Council President Newton,
Owensboro, led the meeting.
A. B. Thomson, Kuttawa banker, reported his town's quota in
the annual financial campaign
to be over-subscribed. The campaign is scheduled to be completed in the district the last
week in May.
Present at Tuesday night's
meeting, in addition to those
named above: J. F. Graham,
John N. Fox, Mark Cunningham,
W. L. Mays, J. L. Groom, Rev.
L. I. Chandler, Eddyville; Dr.
C. P. Moseley, Eddyville; G. M.
Pedley, R. T. Jones, Kuttawa;
R. S. Gregory, Gordon Lisanby,
Grayson Harralson and Merle
Drain.
Princeton members of the district executive committee, in addition to the above, are: E. F.
Blackburn, C. A. Horn, Henry
Sevison, Rev. C. P. Brooks, S. J
Lowry, W. D. Armstrong, W. L.
Granstaff, Dr. F. T. Linton, G.
Homer Brown, Howard McConnell, Rumsey Taylor, Dr. C. F.
Englehardt, Lowery Caldwell,
Clifton Wood, J. A. Creasey,
Hewlett Morgan, Saul Pogrotsky,
Clifton Hollowell, R. W. Croft.

Final week of the school year
saw Butler High seniors on a
picnip Monday afternoon and all
other pupils taking tests, with
class work ending Wednesday.
With no classes meeting Thursday, pupils will return to their
respective rooms Friday to receive report cards, C. A. Horn,
superintendent, said Tuesday.
Commencement exercises will
be held in tile Butler School
auditorium Thursday night, starting at 7:45 o'clock, with C. H.
Jaggers, director of the Training School, Western State Teachers College, delivering the principal address. Leonard Groom,
vice chairman of the City Board
of Education, will present diplomas.
Special awards will be presented by Rumsey Taylor, for
athletic achievement; Mrs. C. H.
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ky, alto clarinet, superior; Jimmy be put into effect as soon as
well Reception
Lisanby, snare drum, excellent; possible, and in no case later
n Cothran Family
Norman Bromley, clarinet, ex- than July 1.
bers of the congregation cellent; N. H. Talley, Jr., French
Although no reason was given
First Baptist Church gave horn, excellent, and C. A. Wood- for the move, other than that
eption honoring the Rev. all, Jr., flat saxaphone, good.
one week caused hardships "in
Cothran and family, Wedsome cases," it was understood
night, following prayer Monroe Pool Promoted
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rig. A large number of
James Monroe Pool, U.S.N.R., fathers would need more time
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Betty Cook Enrols At
St. Louis University
Miss Betty Cook, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Cook, has enroled at St. Louis University for
an advanced course in laboratory work. For the last year
she has been a laboratory technician at St. Vincent's Hospital,
Indianapolis. Miss Cook is spending a vacation here with her
parents.

Engelhardt In St. Louis
Dr. C. F. Engelhardt, for
seven weeks a patient at the
McCreary Clinic, Excelsior
Springs, Mo., is in St. Louis
this week, scheduled to reach
home before the end of the
month, he has advised friends
here.

City Constructing
New Building To
House Fire Truck
Will Permit
Larger Office Space
For Clerk And
Water Dept.
Annex

This British official photo reveals the great break in the German Mohne dam made in a mine
barrage attack by the RAF in the Ruhr valley. The Eder river dam was blasted also in the
air-borne assault, with billions of tons of water drowning out German war plants, tearing up
railways, sweeping away bridges and destroying vital hydro-electric power stations which supplied current for Hitler's war foundries. This picture was radioed from London to New York.
—AP Telemat

8th Graders To Be
Graduated May 29
Supt. E. F. Blackburn
Announces Exercises
At Courthouse
Commencement exercises for
8th grade graduates of Caldwell
county schools will be held in
the circuit courtroom here Saturday, May 29, Supt. Ed. F.
Blackburn announced this week.
The program has not been completed and will be made public
next week, Mr. Blackburn said.
Graduates are: Joe Ann Adams,
George Ausenbaugh, Louise
Ausenbaugh, Billie Louise Biard,
Louard Barnes, Mary Lillian
Boaz, Marlon Wadlington Brown,
Ora Marie Baker, Mildred Sigler
Baker, Frederic Orman Baker,
Mary Helen Brown.
Boyce Crowder, Kathleen Caraway, Betty Lou Cash, Dorothy
Sue
Cash, Charles Edward
Chambers, Nell Cotton, Loretta
Creekmur, Roy Garnett Chandler.
Lucille Frances English, Jeanette Carol Fowler, Kennith Goodwin, Mary Grace George, Anna
Belle Glass, Wilma Florence
Glass, Robert Eugene Howell,
Mary Evelyn Hubbard, George
Hunsaker,
Kenneth
William
Harper.
Richard Jackson, James Edward Kirby, Jimmie Ladd, James
Edward Lewis, Gladys Linville,
Wilmadine Lamb, Robert Fulton
Lemon, Mary Lenora Lewis,
James E. Littlefield, Minnie Pearl
Mallory.
Matthews, G u y
Katherine
Mayes, Ray Mayes, Charles Luidy Murphy, Earl Edward Murphy, Gilbert Morse, N. B. Mason,
Cleo McChesney, Ivan McConnell, Jean McCaslin, Billy Edward McKinney.
Thomas Oliver, Amon Orange,
Jr., Charles William Pool, Charlotte Rose Pool, Charles Edward
Porter, Alreba Pidcock, Dorothy
Louise Ray, Charles Riley.
William Ernest Sells, James
Nichols Smith, Clinton Spangler,
Virginia Lee Stewart, Junelle
Stewart, Sylvia Ruth Vinson,
Mary Lou White, Elizabeth WilWigginton,
son, Flora Belle
Johnnie Wood Yates, Mildred
Pearl Yates and Jeraldine Young.

MISSING CALDWELL
SOLDIER PRISONER,
FATHER IS ADVISED
Sgt. William H. Calvert,
reported missing in action
two months ago in North
Africa, is alive and well, a
prisoner of Germany, his
father, A. M. Calvert, of
Caldwell county, was advised
by War Department telegram Monday night. The
message was cleared through
aid of the Red Cross and told
the father he also would receive further information in
the near future.

Tires In
No No
Sight, Rubber Boss Reports
(By Associated Press)
Washington. — Every plant in
the synthetic rubber program
will be completed by the end
a this year, Rubber Director
William M. Jeffers reported
Tuesday but "the non-essential
driver cannot expect new tires
for a long time."
Jeffers, in his third progress
report, said essential drivers
would get 12,000,000 new tires
this year — 5,000,000 synthetics

and 7,000,000 pre-Pearl Harbor
tires—and 30,000,000 new tires
in 1944.
Jeffers' implication that mileage rationing might be prolonged
through 1944 was seen in his assertitiii- that 30,000,000 tires is
"the probable minimum replacement program that the country
can get by with" in 1944, even by
"keeping present conservation
measures."

Another Set Of Twins
Arrives At Quinn Home;
Babies Get Pet Goats

Tin Cans Will Be
Collected Friday

Another set of twins arrived this week to grace the
home of Councilman and
Mrs. J. W. Quinn and more
especially, to delight Shiela
and Sharon, their 2-year-old
twin daughters who have
made a wide and warm
circle of admirers about
town. The new twins are infant goats, destined to be almost as much petted as the
little girls . . . unless the
food shortage becomes very,
very acute.

County Draft Board
Seeking Talmage Poe
Caldwell County Selective Service Board No. 19 is seeking to
locate Talmage Poe, Dawson
Springs, Route 3, for alleged
violation of the draft act. He has
been reported as delinquent to
U. S. District Attorney Eli H.
Brown, Louisville.

U. S. Casualties Total
80,000 Men In 17 Months
(By Associated Press)
Washington.—The armed forces
of the United States have lost
more .than 80,000 men in battle
casualties in 17 months of war.
This total will be increased, probably by about 5,000, officers said,
as reports not yet compiled for
the last four weeks of the Tunisian campaign add to the Army's
lists of killed, wounded and
missing.
•

Prison Chaplain Asks
Housewives Asked To
For
Books, Magazines
Have Salvage On Curb Rev.
L. I. Chandler, chaplain
Early In Morning
at Eddyville State Prison, has

Another collection of tin cans
for war will be made here Friday, May 21, Merle Drain, chairman of this section of city salvage work, announced Tuesday.
Housewives are especially urged to have their cans out by 8
o'clock in the morning, as the
truck cannot make repeated calls.
Cans weighing 3,450 pounds
were delivered to the Hopkinsville receiving station last week,
Mr. Drain said, representing collections for three months, and
considered very good for this
county by the district officials,
the chairman reported.

C. W. Martin Resigns
As Magistrate; Governor
Appoints W. E. Sell
W. E. Sell, well known farmer
of the Varmint Trace road, was
appointed magistrate for District
No. 1, of Caldwell county last
weekend by Gov. Keen Johnson.
He replaces Magistrate C. W.
Martin, who sent his resignation
to the Governor, effective May
15, because of continued ill
health. Magistrate Sell recently
moved to Princeton and is living
on N. Seminary street, temporarily.

Federated Store Has
Meat Dealers To Meet
New Wartime Manager
Here Wednesday, May 26 Cecil M. Smith, Vicksburg,
Wednesday night, May 26, at
8 o'clock a meeting of all meat
dealers, butchers and slaughters
of Caldwell, Lyon and Crittenden counties, regarding butcher
and slaughter permits will be
held in county courtroom here,
the county AAA office announced Monday.

U. K. President Will
Address Kiwanis Today

Dr. H. L. Donovan, president
of the University of Kentucky,
Lexington, will be the speaker
at today's meeting of the Kiwanis Club, to be held at the
On Buying Trip
regular hour, at Ogden Memorial
-Mrs. Berdie Moore is in St. Metimodist Church. Dr. Donovan
Louis, Mo., this week buy- is in western Kentucky to deing summer goods for Goldnam- liver two high school commencement addresses this week.
ers. She will return Thursday.

An annex to City Hall, to
house the fire truck and to
make more room for the police
and business offices of Princeton,
was under construction this week
with Councilman J. H. Morgan
supervising.
The new building, being built
of cinder and concrete blocks,
will be 18 feet wide, 30 feet
deep and 14 feet high, with a
red brick facing to match that
of the City Hall. Weather permitting, it is expected to be finished within two weeks, Mr.
Morgan said. The regular city
street department crew is doing
the work and total cost will be
approximately $200, it was stated.
When the truck is housed in
the new building, the room now
used as an office by the city
clerk will be come a private office for issuing warrants and for
Police Chief Everett Jones, with
space now occupied by the fire
truck being converted into new
offices for the clerk, Mr. Morgan
said.
At Monday night's session of
City Council, a communication
was read from the Fidelity and
Columbia Trust Company, Louisville, to the effect that Miss
Maria Darby 'residing in France,
has bequeathed a sum to Cedar
Hill cemetery for maintenance
of the lots of P. H. Darby, F. W.
Darby, H. F. McNary, Ann M.
Flournoy and other graves marked Flournoy," amount of the bequest was not stated, the Mayor
said.
For the purpose of preserving
better order on the streets on
Saturdays and other occasions
when large crowds congregate,
the Mayor and councilmen instructed Chief Jones to have the
crowded sections patrolled regularly.

Miss., for 6 years connected with
Butler Brothers organization, has
assumed management of the Federated Store here for the duration, replacing Al Thomas Page,
a partner, who is now employed
in an Evansville war plant. C. W.
Gowin, also a partner in this
store, is an official of OPA in
Kentucky. Mrs. Smith will join
her husband here in the near
future.

sent an urgent request to ministers of Princeton churches to appeal to their congregations for
contributions of books for the
prison library. Magazines are
also wanted, Mr. Chandler says.
The reading matter may be
brought to church and left for
collection.

W. Wyatt Again
Wins Leaf Trophy
$443 An Acre Return
Highest On Record
For County
Willie Wyatt, progressive farmer of the Dripping Springs neighborhood, won the Farm Bureau
Fire Cured Tobacco Trophy for
the second year in succession,
which entitles him to permanent
possession, M. P. Brown, president of the Farm Bureau, donor,
said Monday.
Winner of the trophy is determined by the highest sale
value an acre for the producer's
entire crop. Mr. Wyatt had two
acres of fire cured tobacco in
1942, which weighted 3918
pounds and sold for $886.80, an
average of $443.40 an acre.
County Agent J. F. Graham
said cash return on this crop
probably is the highest on record
here for fire cured tobacco.

Attend Grand Conclave
Of Ky. Knights Templar

Holsapple Promoted
By Red Front Stores

G. W. Towery, grand prelate,
and J. Frank Gordon, commander of Princeton Cornmandery No.
35, K. T., are attending the
Grand Comclave of Kentucky
Knights Templar at Richmond,
the annual sessions being held
Wednesday and Thursday of this
week, with the Commandery No.
19 as host. The conclave program is almost entirely devoted
to business.

Bill Holsapple, who for the
last several years has been an
employe of both the local Red
Front Stores, was transferred
Tuesday to the Russellville store,
of which he will be manager.
His family will move the latter
part of this week.

Miss Martha Sevison, student
at Vanderbilt, Nashville, spent
last week-end with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sevison.
Mrs. Hosea Morgan, Paducah,
is visiting her parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Rowland.
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What Is A Bay?
The West Kentucky Area, Boy Scouts of
America, of which Princeton and Caldwell
county are a part, says in answer to the
above question:
He is a person who is going to carry on
what you have started.
He is going to sit where you are sitting;
and when you are gone, attend to those
thing$ you think are so important.
You can adopt all the policies you please
but how they will be carried out depends on
him.
Even if you make leagues and treaties,
he will have to manage them.
He will 'assume control of your cities,
states and nation.
He is going to take over your prisons,
churches, schools, universities and corporations.
All your work is going to be judged,
praised or condemned by him.
Your reputation and your future are in
his hands.
All your work is for him and the fate of
the nation and humanity is in his hands.
So, it might be well to pay him some attention.
And, if you say "I have no children. Why
should I aid the Boy Scout movement? The
answer is because you are, perforce, interested in boys. Also, you are interested in
the fact that the Nation's yearly crime bill
is $15 per capita, while the cost of Scouting
is 8 cents per capita; and, 93 percent of
crime in the United States is commited by
young men in gangs of two or three. Scouting is constructive preventative.

Persistence Pays!
No doubt there is joy along the 5-mile
sector of Old Quinn-Shady Grove road now
to be surfaced through a cooperative agreement reached between the Fiscal Court and
the Rural Highway Department last week;
and it is certain general jubilation will follow actual completion of this project, long
a bone of contention.
"This is a political year in Kentucky," a
county official said - immediately following
the meeting—at which the road agreement
was made, "and if we can't get some road
work done in Caldwell county this spring
and summer, it well may be it never will
be done." A generally accepted axiom
among those who observe the workings of
politics.
Be that as it may, it is a certainty that
"The Lord Helps Him Who Helps Himself,"
and equally true that "Persistence Pays."
The good citizens who live along the Old
Quinn-Shady Grove route have long been
due an all-weather highway and The Leader
is glad they soon will have it.
That they never quit trying to get this
road surfaced but kept everlastingly,at the
business of making known their wanis . . .
and finally dug down in their own pockets
ton contribute $1,000 toward finishing the
job started by the WPA, is a fine commentary upon their solid citizenship.
May the Rural Highway crew, the weather and the persistent citizens speed completion of the job!

War Visitors Are
Asset For The Future
Organization and training of new special
service units at the University of. Kentucky,
now very largely in the Army's service, is
little different from that at West Point and
the campus of the State's chief educational
institution has assumed the same appearance it had at the peak of World War I days.
The cadets have officers from their own
ranks acting, of course, under Army commissioned personnel commanded by Col. B.
E. Brewer. Commissioned and non-commissioned cadets serve also as instructors,
augmenting the University's teaching corps.
Cadet officers have responsibility for discipline, military courtesy and formations,
for there is drill as well as classroom work.
Visitors to the University's campus are
numerous and the almost new Student Union
Building has been designated headquarters
for relatives, girl friends and others who
come to see their menfolk and to learn a
little about what the future may hold for
them. This is good for the University and
for the State as well, since the visitors see
,the section of Kentucky that is most famous
throughout the world . . . the Blue Grass

Region, with its horse farms, show places
and historical gems.
Of course little in the way of promotion
can be done now, looking toward spreading
these Lexington visitors out to other interesting scenic and historical points in
Kentucky, due to rationed gasoline, tire
shortage and ODT regulations upon travel;
but for making friends for Kentucky, anything which attracts visitors has a measure
of benefit if only for the post-war period,
when, all authorities agree, we are to have
the greatest tourist volume, by far, ever
known.
University folk, Lexington citizens and
the Blue Grass as a whole may safely be
relied upon to make many friends for Kentucky among those who visit the campus on
South Limestone street in Lexington where
the war has been collecting young men by
the thousands for specialized training.

Longer Life
It appears now that old assumptions about
life-limits were wrong. The Biblical rule of
three-score years and ten was well enough
in primitive times, but the standard is rising now. A study presented by Dr. Grace
E. Bird at Hunter College suggests that life
eventually may not really begin till 100.
A study was made of 450 centenarians,
extending over a period of 20 years. Most of
them are still living. And it is soberly stated
that after reaching the supposedly over-ripe
age of 100, many of them seem to get their
"second wind" at that point and go on from
there with more speed and energy. Many
show greater resistance to disease and injuries. They even grow romantic again. At
a recent gathering of centenarians one man,
111 years old and full of pep, only regretted
that none of his 30 children were present
on his birthday. He had been rejected as a
volunteer in the Civil War because he was
"physically unfit."
It isn't clear just how far this resurgent
energy of centenarians can go, but present
examples range as high as 125 years. The
curve may keep right on rising. And gosh,
if those people are getting so lively now,
think how they'll shove the younger generations around when they reach 150.—(New
Era.).
-- Washington In Wartime

Charting GOP Course
By Jack Stinnett
Associated Press Features
Washington.—The Republican Post-War
Policy Association meeting in Chicago was
pretty well smothered in the news by war
and labor headlines, but practical politicians
here didn't miss its significance.
This newcomer in the ranks of political
groups has for its open purpose the purging
of G.O.P. ranks of isolationist elements.
Most important business of the meeting was
unanimous endorsement of the Burton-BallHatch-Hill resolution (now before the U. S.
Senate) committing the U. S. to an international course in the postwar world.
Typical delegates were Roy Dunn, Minnesota national committeeman, Royene Hornbeck, junior state committeewoman from
Michigan, W. M. Smart, clerk of the North
Dakota House of Delegates, and Lawrence
Hall, speaker of the Minnesota House. The
posts they hold show they wield considerable
personal power within organizations patent
enough to win respectable victories in the
1942 elections against formidable Democratic opposition.
The plans they made public also made the
practical politicians take notice. They announced a follow-up program of househouse, gange-hall-to-resolutions. That indicates a political "savvy" that takes them
out of the babes-in-the-wood class.
There is no claim made at this time that
the would-be purgers control their state
organizations, or could deliver a united bloc
of votes at a party convention. What is significant, to Washington observers, is that
this movement attracted "solid" party men
in the mid-west, generally accounted the
fountainhead of ultra-nationalism.
The basic thesis of the association, expounded by Chairman Deneen Watson, is
that the G.O.P. isolationists are a millstone
around the party's neck. He holds that
millions of thoughtful voterg who dislike
Democratic domestic policies still remain in
Democratic ranks because they can't
stomach the ostrich policies of G.O.P. leaders caught napping by Pearl Harbor.

By Dr. Martha M Eliot, A
Chief, Children's Bureau
Department of Lalxir
Associated Press F'vatures
Yes, of course your baby's
those happy thousands who ire
much wanted by loving *parent,
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Pennyrile Postscripts
Here comes the happy, bounding flea;
You cannot tell the he from she;
The sexes look alike you see—
But she can tell and so can he.
—Ex.
If kept a while in the "freezing
unit" and then cooked long enough,
almost any sort of meat makes pretty
good baked hash in these days of
point pinching.
Uncle Sam's soldiers will soon kiss
their khaki goodbye. Army has new
double duty suit coming up, first to
be issued in July, dark green on one
side to blend with foliage, white on
the other, for snow use. Fur liners
will be provided for cold climes.
FDR may soon cease being bothered
by the press "hindering" his inspection tours . . . Last was so dull, says
one authority, the six newspaper
"special writers" assigned to cover
the trip left the train at Monterrey.
This reporter believes public will
soon be so thoroughly fed up with
the covering of mistakes by news
"censorship," and by the type of war
news dished out for publication, storm
of protest will force fewer restrictions.
Sugar-coated war news leads to unrest, is prone to cause great trouble
when unpleasant facts leak out . . . as
they always do.
With a gal editor, a ditto managing
editor, another as news editor and a
staff of reporters all feminine except
one, The Kentucky Kernel, student
publication of the U. of K., Lexington,
carries on . . . and does it extremely
well.

ik
Reminds this observer of what happened to the press in the other World
War, which stripped a fine Lexington
Herald news staff down to one underage youth, one old-timer and eight
or ten young women. And, altho back
in the hard-boiled days of newspapering, gals held rather low estate
except - as "sob sisters", they demonstrated in 19)7-18 they could do a
job . . . and are performing much
better now, in journalism and everywhere else.
Printer's ink, well known to stick
perniciously to fingers of those who
once contact it, is said also to permeate the bloodstream. Fresh evidence
of this came to• Pennyriler last weekend when he discovered that Judy,
charming 16-year-old daughter of
Gov. and Mrs. Keen Johnson, is winning journalistic honors as editor-inchief of The Panther, Frankfort High
School's excellent monthly publication,
which mark her as possessing the
same ability which elevated her talented dad to front rank in Kentucky's
Fourth Estate, before he became Governor.
Judy's editorials are especially meritorious, have been republished in
several Central Kentucky dailies and
weeklies. And, if war strips the staff
of the Richmond Daily Register, Judy
can take over writing chores . . . as
well she may anyhow when her college days are over, to the considerable
advantage of her father's splendid
newspaper.
One United States magazine, the
Reader's Digest, is distributing 10,500,000 copies every month in five languages on four continents and publication will be made in three more languages within a few months. Once the
war has ended, its editors expect to

By G. M. P.

print this magazine in still more
tongues and distribute it in more and
more nations.
Polls have revealed the first five
articles in reader interest in each issue in the United States are also, with
slight variation, the first five in each
of the foreign countries in which the
magazine is published.
Not long ago Hitler and Mussolini
were making the world tremble by
plotting ne wand vast aggressions from
the Brenner Pass . . . Now Churchill
and Roosevelt confer on the banks of
the Potomac . . . and the Axis has
jitters, awaiting the retribution they
know is coming swiftly.
Latest figures suggest national mcome is averaging about 25 percent
higher than a year ago, cash farm income, 25 to 30 percent higher, and
weekly earnings of factory workers
about 16 percent higher, says an official bulletin of the Kentucky College
of Agriculture, Extension Division, received this week. Which should make
this community reasonably prosperous.
Egg-laying hens now have a rival in
the housewife's kitchen. It's an entirely new cooking powder that makes
delicious cakes, bread or biscuits without the use of eggs. The name of this
new product is "Mistic Mix."

Ickes Does An
Inside Job
By Spoon River Sam
Associated Press Features
Mr. Ickes, the well known book
writer and coal mine runner, has always been a favorite character of
mine. For one thing, Honest Harold
comes from the Honest Abe country.
Even the folks that don't like him
(I hear there are many of same, and
he don't care), have to admit he does
a right smart job.
He's got more duties now than a
grocery store manager.
He's Secy. of the Interior on account he knows how to get at the
inside of things.
So it's no surprise to me he was
called on to dig into the coal situation.
He's pretty handy with the spade,
which he never refers to by some
other name.
There's a man that don't do things
half way, especially when it comes
to blessing people out. If you cross
him, he'll call you names you'll have
to look up. I want it understood that
this squib is a eulogy.
That word curmudgeon which he
calls hisself sent thousands of people
to the dictionary. After reading what
it meant, they come away realizing
that Harold is pretty fair all around.
The petard, used centuries ago to
blow up bridges and palistrades, •was
the forerunner of the modern land
mine.

Tok
Anthracite reserves at Shansi are
estimated at more than 500 billion
tons, half the coal in all China.
Although most of the highways in
Martinique are excellent, sugar plantations have the only railroads.
Eighteen states, Alaska, Hawaii and
Puerto Rico require full citizenship as
a requirement to taking
examinations
to practice medicine.

year! The war, and the fart
young married people sometime
'
to be separated, only serves to
the expected baby more preciou5.
war creates problems for babies,
Your child's chance to be weil
starts with you, his mother.
doctors are scarce, you owe it to
self and baby to see one for a
monthly checkup. If your
doctor has joined the armed fo
find out if a prenatal clinic
regularly once a month in your
borhood.
Here's a simple check-list al
foods you should have every
unles.t the doctor advises otherwise!
Milk—One .quart.
Vegetables and fruits--Fiv4
servings:
Potato.
A green leafy or yellov.
A raw vegetable or fruit.
A fruit or vegetable rich in v
C, such as grapefruit or orange.
Another fruit or vegetable.
Whole or enriched grain produ
Two servings.
Eggs—One egg.
Meat—One serving. Liver at
once a week. Fish, cheese, or
beans may be eaten occasionally
substitute for meat.
Vitamin D—Cod-liver oil or
other source if the doctor direct
Additional foods—Enough to
your individual requirement;
Water—In liberal amounts.
Consult that list every day to
sure you are building health
strength into your baby.

Odd But Science

Corking Tip
On Wine
By H. W. Blakeslee
Associated Press Features
New York.—If you are think*
adding a bit of home made wits
the products of the Victory G
the American Chemical Society
report containing useful hints ce
bottling process.
Assuming that the wine is
factory in the first place, it will
that way longer )f bottled hot
with as little as possible air ia
head space between wine and
They found that when there is
much headspace in a bottle of
considerable sediment forms.
wines under such conditions c
to brownish, and white wines
darker. They said that by filling
ties to the top with hot wine. n
all the air could be eliminated
the corks were inserted. \V •
elimination of air much of
ment and color changes disnr
Next in importance for
wine well was storage in
place and out of sunlight

Woman Wins
The Scott County (Miss.)
Times at Forest presents a
wrinkle in advertising.
Mrs. Erie Johnston
during
uring the' absence of her
with the Office of War Inf
tried to sell space to combina:
ing station and grocery stor,
He just didn't believe in ad v
and didn't.
Last week, Mrs. Je.4nston
him a proposition. He had
to sell but he didn't want 1,
fact.
$1.50 weekly to advertise the
which
advanced this proposal-,
accepted:
"We will run a small advc
$1.50 weekly for four week,
you sell the house, we get 5
commission of its sale prie
there remains no sale at the
that time, the cost of advertis,
$6, is wiped off the books as P

rsclay, May 20, 1943
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Glorious Depscaernded':!
ri
Lowe
by Pardee
ago
ed the manuscript
Glorious Desa
r •and
e'h'iivel
:
lreldw:
:
1 18ePfa
publisher and
his
to
States
ta
p to.s
.
oin
co
.
thes
United
t
ted in
sy.
two
e
y. Then
other in the Chinese
t each emonially and practicion,
Pardee Lowe is "Glorious
Or
endant," and he 4,nd his
represent in the book the
en
nese-born gentleman, and the
erican-born Chinese gentleare the
The two together
Chinese in Amen ror of the
and with the
Very simply
China alone seems
which
or
races,
possess among oriental
reviews the
Lowe
Mr.
ng
of relations be•le matter
peoples. He and
n differing
father exemplify, also, such
utions as there are.
sustaining his
ere is father,
down to
Chinese
true
as a
most distant most honorable
sin, and at the same time
merchant
lding his own as a
world. It was
ainst the white
saying among San Francisco's
ws, Mr. Lowe reports, that
inatown could outbargain the
etto any day.
taking
Here also is Father
orious Descendant to the huge
nquets of the tongs and famigroups in the Banquet Hall of
Blossoming Almond, where
• ese ladies of the night cirspectly played childish games
'th the boy, after which Mother
rried about Glorius Descent. But not for the reason you
'gilt. think—
Here is Glorious Descendant at
ammar school, with Aunt Liln arriving one morning, folwed by Uncle Jack who car.a great basket of wicker.
e basket contained gifts for
e teachers, very beautiful gifts.
r we find a tong war breaking
t, and Father forced to pack a
itcase at midnight and hide
m the hatchet men. Or, after
any and varied events in a life
nt as unofficial ambassador
tween the outside world and
natown. we find Father and
strongly
going
tepmother
and
rough days of feasting
remony in celebration of Faths having reached the age of
. The celebration nearly killed
lorious Descendant and h.s sisrs, but not Father.
It is possible that Clarence
ay s famous Father was a world
. after all?

William L. Jones,
for State Representative, suhl
the Democratic Primary c)
August 7, 1943.
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Welcome
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workers
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oo:war
icluct
I ..
work-content'
lien,. And contentment in.
:
crea
me teSto(,aU trpet.:tt..paAudsed refreshment to
and
fre*
thheof contentment is
increased. That's a reason
why you find ice-cold
Coca-Cola so welcome in
Ice.cold Coca-Cola goes
beyond just quenching
thirst to bring you refr
waesthl
i laentt.
s. Its delicious
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nounce the candidacy of

A

omen Man The Dam
Chattanooga, Tenn. (iP)—War. e necessity has opened a new
eld for women—guard duty at
e Tennessee Valley Authority's
any vital dams and other prots.
Chief Brady Carrier of the
gency's public safety office here
. Ys some of the feminine ofleers will be trained to work
e TVA's guard dogs.
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By John Grover
in that it is designated only to
prevent war -labor turnover, while
Associated Press Features
of
Washington.—Hasty moves by ignoring the basic problem
new marttiower sources.
tapping
Glorious Descend"
and
the War Manpower commission
her
"It is not directive. It does not
Lowe
ant," by. Pardee
to modify the "job freeze" order direct specific workers where to
Pardee
few months ago
affecting 27,000,000 Americans in go, when to go and what to do,"
the manuscript
industry mirrored mush- Senator Austin said. "What is
essential
e delivered
Desneeded is a clear, simple act of
"Father and Glorious
rooming criticism of the edict.
Organized labor was sharply Congress to make vital war manto his publisher and
critical of the order's content. power available without this
in the United.States
looked with a jaundiced vagueness and ineffectual .halfCongress
compleThe .two actions
method. There were way stuff."
its
on
eye
other in the Chinese
Other Congressmen were prirumblings that indicated the lat each
practicand
ion, ceremonially
bor groups and the solons were vately asking some pointed quesset to take some lusty punches at tions as to why the McNutt order
Lowe is "Glorious
the order when WMC announced was issued at all, and then so
Or Pardee
cendant," and he arid his
its impending revision to allow hastily revised. There was irrithe book the
local U. S. Employment Service tation that the order "muscled
er represent in
and the
'5,,5e-born gentleman, gentleoffices to certify "separations" in" on Congressional ground.
Chinese
The imperiling revision was
erican-born
from jobs.
the
together are
(R-Vt). is one held up by some solons as evi•
Austin
s The two
Senator
Chinese in Amen
of the leaders of a Congressional dence that the original order was
ror of the
the
Very simply and with
movement to draft industrial la- set off half-cocked and unnecesalone seems
bor.
(Recent polls indicate the sarily. It was deeply resented in
or which China
possess among oriental races,
of U. S. citizens believe many Congressional circl e's,
majority
reviews the
of labor draft inevita- whether its intent was: (a) to
form
some
ng Mr. Lowe
relations beble.) Sen. Austin was the first to spur Congress into passing war
ole matter of
peoples. He and
or (b) to shorteen differing
CHURCHILL ARRIVES FOR WAR TALKS—Smiling with pleasure. President Roosevelt drives up comment on the WMC freeze or- labor controls;
circuit Congress by an edict havfather exemplify, also, such to the White House accompanied by Prime Minister Winston Churchill, who arrived in Washington der.
utions as there are.
against a background of Allied victory in Tunisia and German jitters over invasion. (fP)—Telemat
Senator Austin said the order ing the force and effect of legishis
ere is fattier, sustaining
simply emphasized the need for lation.
Chinese down to
It was another grievance duly
Homemakers
national service legislation to be
n as a true
and filed by a Congress alnoted
WMC
most distant most honorable
The
by
congress.
passed
To War GiveTm Work
u5m, and at the same time
order he held to be merely half ready seething with resentment.
Homemakers' clubs in Fayette a step in the right direction,
The temper of Congress hag
his own as a merchant
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
the white world. It was who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county al- county salvaged 1,039 pounds of emasculated in effectiveness by been clearly shown recently. The
house action in voting to abolish
!ig among San Francisco's most 40 years ago and recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files fat and 1,434 pairs of silk and no clear authority.
Mr. Lowe reports, that of Twice-A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a nylon stockings during the past
In later amplification of his Farm Security Administration, a
,wn could outbargain the regular Leader feature. The articles are reproduced just as the
Senator Austin pointed New Deal pet, was one indicathree months. One member re- comment,
any day.
Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote
out that Manpower Commissioner tion. The demand for Congresported turning in 76 pounds of McNutt drew his authority at sional representation at the interalso is Father taking
grease. Working two at a time, third hand from the War Powers national food conference after
us Descendant to the huge
at the Act, under
xts of the tongs and famiPresident the proposed exclusion of rewhich
will leave next week for Chica- homemakers work daily
Sues The City
county ration office to direct Roosevelt delegated his grant of porters was another. Passage of
gioups in the Banquet Hall of
posia
accept
will
he
where
go,
Princeton, Sept. 24, 1907—J. R.
inquiries. power by Congress to "assistant the Hobbs measure to make labor
e Blossoming Almond, where
tion with the Western Electric people and answer
When War Ration Book 2 was president" James Byrnes, who in subject to anti-racketeering legisladies of the night cir- Kevil, through his attorneys Co., at a nice salary.
•
• • *
issued, homemakers gave ap- turn passed it on to iMcNutt.
lation, was a third. The OWI is
ctly played childish games Hodge and Hodge, has filed suit
proximately 218 hours of their
e boy, after which Mother in the Caldwell Circuit Court
Board"
It is widely said in Congress under hot Congressional fire.
These are no isolated instances,
about Glorius Descen- against the city for five thous- - Princeton, May 12, 1905—"Bill time to this work. The making that this authority, if valid at
;iit not for the reason you and dollars .for turning into the had a bill board," says an ex- of afghans is another wartime all, was valid only indirectly— but a definite trend. Congress has
activity in this county, 21 having that the Congressional grant of been at pains to demonstrate disBig Spring cavern a public sewsink—
change, "Bill also had a board
is Glorious Descendant at erage system. In so doing, it is bill." The board bill bored Bill been made for Darnall hospital power was intended to curb in- satisfaction with numerous homeir school, with Aunt Lil- charged by the plaintiff, that his so that Bill sold the bill board to in the past month. One club not flation and was not specifically front phases of the war effort. It
1 iving one morning, fol- water works system, which he pay the board bill. So after Bill only made 15 of the laprobes, but drawn to control the movement is quiet obvious that the job
freeze order did little or nothing
by Uncle Jack who car- purchased of the late E. H. sold his bill board to pay his completed 61 comforts as well. of labor groups.
great basket of wicker. Daniel. was destroyed, the water board bill, the board bill no tackle them on account of the
The "modification" of the job to alleviate the dissatisfaction.
unfit for use.
:isket contained gifts for being rendered
longer bored Bill." The pick-up deep water, and used the prop- freeze order 48 hours after its
• • •
,hers, very beautiful gifts.
man would suggest in time with er judgment and returned the issuance, in effect, nullifies much Wait'll He Starts
1906—
9,
Princeton, March
find a tong war breaking
the tale of Bill's board bill that next morning after the water had of the original order. If USES
..1 Father forced to pack a Miss Sallie Wylie and Miss Eliza much as Bill's board Bill bored fallen. He waded in the ditch offices, which McNutt admits are Wrestling With Points!
Dayton, Ohio (JP)—A line of
at midnight and hide Nall returned Monday from if Bill bill-board bored Bill as and nabbed the big fellow with understaffed, are to "interpret"
urn the hatchet men. Or, after Louisville Where they had been Bill why not 'board" Bill with his hands. After quite a little the freeze ukase, Capitol Hill ob- consumers filed into Memorial
any and varied events in a life attending the National Educa- a board from Bill's billboard tussle, he emerged from the servers predict the frozen job Hall. One man stood for a modoorway, perplexed.
at as unofficial ambassador tional Convention.
and throw Bill's board bill and ditch with the prize in his arms. situation will last just about as ment in the
he asked.
rationing?"
this
"Is
the outside world and
heat
generated
by
the
under
long
Bill's billboard overboard.
Gone To New York
"Yes," replied an official.
• • •
avn we find Father and
Enough peanuts to fill more pressure groups as an ice cube in
strongly
"Yipe!" exclaimed the "con.•ther going
Princeton, July 5, 1907—Miss
A Big Fish
than 14,000 railroad tank cars a frying pan.
days of feasting and Lena Dollar left yesterday for
Senator Austin argues that the sumer." "I thought it was a wresPrinceton, May 9, 1905— with peanut oil are called for
demon), in celebration of Fath- New York, where she will take "Butch" Koltinsky, the grocer, by 1943 U. S. farm goals.
McNutt order is fatally defective tling match!"
rs having reached the age of an advance course in German. and quite a small shaver, along
. The celebration nearly killed Miss Lena is a member of the with a companion about his age,
lonous Descendant and his sis- Princeton Collegiate Institute In- went out to Lake Rabbit early
rs, but not Father.
stitution.
Sunday morning, and in a few
• • .
It is possible that Clarence
hours returned home, lugging a
world
a
ay's famous Father was
Progressing Nicely
big German Carp fish. It weighed
Tie, after all?
Princeton, Sept. 27, 1907—The seventeen pounds, and looked
work on Mr. J. R. Kevil's new larger than "Butch". The fish
residence is progressing nicely was caught by him in a peculiar,
omen Man The Dam
Chattanooga, Tenn. (W)—War- and will soon be completed. It but sure manner. He had visited
rise necessity has opened a new already looms up fine from the the lake evening before and disfor women—guard duty at street, and will no doubt be covered large fish in the deep
nnnessee Valley Authority's one of the handsomest residences ditch at the back end of the
lake which had been filled by
many vital dams and other pro- in this section of the State.
• • •
the rise of the lake after the
Princeton, June 20, 1905—Alli- heavy rain Saturday morning.
Chief Brady Carrier of the
,.,"•-cy's public safety office here son Akin returned from Lexing- At this time he was afraid to
,ome of the feminine of- ton last week where he graduatLeers will be trained to work ed in mechanical engineering at
the TVA's guard dogs.
the Kentucky State College. He
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plant managers what a rest-pause
ASKmeans
to workers in war pro.

1943.

A human being consumes a
daily average of 10 milligrams of
manganese. ,

Golden Guernsey
Pastuerized Milk

duction ... more work-contentment. And contentment increase. Output. Add refreshment to a rest-pause and the
feeling of contentment is
increased. That's a reason
why you find ice-cold
Wara•COlaso welcome in
COC
plants

Ice-cold Coca-Cola goes
bevond just quenching
thirst to bring you refreshment. Its delicious
toodnessaleiraysdelights
vour taste, here is a
drink made with a fin•
ished art. The only
thing like Coca-Cola is
Coca•Cola, itself.

,r'Y ire-cold
with Tow'
lunch. You'll t'rwwfola
like the war Ha tame
and
reheihruent add to the
of aunt.

subject
&Ora() 1/NDFII

elec

Akron, 0. (in—Although most
aeronautical attention is focussed
on attaining increased speed engineers here are pushing research
on how to slow down and stop
planes once they touch ground.
Already, they say, brakes operating on the "expander tube"
principle give American planes a
greater degree of stopping power than ever approached in other
vehicles. Extraordinary stopping
power is needed for bombers,
says R. J. Keller, brake engineer
at B. F. Goodrich, because few
landing fields can accommodate
even relatively short-run stops.

Essential For
Supplementary Protein

Welcome in peace...
more welcome in war work

William L. Jones
Representative,
ocratic Primary

Rubber Men Act To
Slow Down Bombers

Less Meat Makes

CANDIDATE FOR

GOVERNOR
Democratic Party, August 7th

PLATFORM
•Relief for underpaid teachers.
• Maintain school per capita to
highest point.
•Increase and equalize old-age
pensions and aid to blind.
• Remove gasoline tax on farm
tractors and stationary engines.
•Repeal income tax.
• Free toll bridges.
• Furnish employment and hospitalization for war veterans.
•Pay off county road and bridge
bonds.
•Repeal gas, water, electric, telephone-nuisance taxes.
• Build highways for farmers.
rather than by-ways for tourists.
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Announcements:

Because she thinks there are
many Carrolls
already too
(Madeleine, Joan, Georgia,
Nancy, etc.) in the Movie Business, Actress Lucie Carroll
(above) has changed her name
to Lucia Sargent and changed
her hair from brunette to
blond. She said inspiration for
the new name came from hearing some one yell "Hey Sergent," at the Hollywood canUP)—Telemat
teen.

THE BEST CHANCE TO WIN IN
NOVEMBER IS WITH MYERS
al paid for by Mon& who haws,
cria.
buy!
better
The best is always the
the ahoy* platform.)

COMPANY BY
AUTHORITY Of THE COCA-COLA

....,,HOPKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO

Guernsey Milk
Though meat is on the ration list . . . Our Grade "A" Pasteurized Golden
menus by including
in all its nutritious protein-high goodness is not! Plan your war time
well. Rich in valuplenty of this body building drink . . . and serve it in solid foods as
d health beverage
able vitamins and minerals, Golden Guernsey Milk is the all-aroun
that contributes to the general well being of your family.

PRINCETON CREAMERY
Phone 161

B. T. DAUM, Prop.

Princeton
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Burley Growers
Receive Record
Return In 1942

Administrator's Notice

(By Associated Press)
Kentucky's 1942 Burley tobacco crop was estimated at 240,960,000 pounds and returned to
growers an estimated $101,203,000, highest for any year since
type data by states (1919) has
been available, the United States
Department of Agriculture reported this week.
The department said in recent
years Kentucky has been producing 70 percent of the Nation's
Burley crop.
Sales in Kentucky, however.
totaled 248,782.000 or about 7,822,000 pounds more than the
estimated production in the State,
the department reported. The
difference represents cr os sboundary sales coming from
neighboring states.
The department reported sales
of Burley on auction floors of
the Nation in 1942 totaled 342,702,716 pounds at the record
average price of 42.14 cents a
THE WINDSORS GO DANCING—During an hour's iz,t to the
pound.
Women's Military Services club in New York City, the Duke of
These sales brought returns to
• Windsor danced with WAVES Ensign Mary Birch (left) of West
growers of $144,406,356 compared
Englewood, N. J., and the Duchess of Windsor was the partner
with $98,992,386 for sales of 335,- of Capt. Jesse M. Childress (right) of Columbia,
Tenn.
818,192 pounds of the 1941 crop
at an average price of 29.48 cents
a pound, the department said in
a tobacco review.
Tennessee's production
was
estimated at 56.000,000 pounds
with a return to growers of $23,The following questions and you will receive for this season's
128.000. The Tennessee produc- answers cn home canning have
tion normally represents about 17 been issued by the Office of canning.
Q. Why are sugar purchase
percent of the nation's total.
Price Administration to help
Other states produce about 10 housewives know how to get and coupons being issued in a small
percent of the Burley crop totaL use sugar allowed for this purpose. denominations of 1, 3, 5. and 10
Purchases of the 1942 crop by Coupons for buying sugar for pounds? A. To encourage consumers to buy
the Commodity Credit Corpora- house canning will be available are sure they sugar only as they
need it. This will
at local ration boards on and
tion for Lend-Lease totaled 546,- after
help save limited supplies ofMay 15.
579 pounds and averaged 44.26
Q. Does the sugar allowance of canning sugar, and at the same
cents a pound. Purchases were "one pound of sugar to each four time make shopping easier for
were made under the same price quarts of finished fruit" mean women who can and preserve in
ceiling restrictions as all other that I must can all fruit with the :Titan Quantities.
Q. May I ask a friend who has
same weight of syrup? A. No,
purchases.
a
The department reported the but you must make an average to pressure cooker in her kitchen
do my canning for me, if I
1942 crop was 6.352.000 pounds of four quarts of finished fruit supply all ingredients,
and get
for each pound of sugar you get.
more than that grown in 1941 You may,
if you wish, put up back all of the finished fruit
but stocks of 755.000,000 pounds some of Your fruit or fruit juices she puts up. without surrenderat the beginning of the season with no sugar at all, and make mg
points? A. Yes. If you
were lowest since 1939.
a heavier syrup for certain oth- contribute either the ingredients
or
the equipment or part of the
These low stocks, the increased ers.
Q. Must I declare the number labor required to can fruits and
domestic consumption of tobacco
vegetables,
you
may acquire
producLs, and the increased ship- of quarts of fruits and vegetables
them without surrendering raments to the armed forces in I have on hand when I apply for tion points.
sugar for home canning? A. No.
foreign countries, especially of However, the
Q. Must I give up ration
available supply
cigarettes. together with the of sugar for home canning
is stamps for canned foods which
early estimate of a burley crop limited, and local boards may ask the local cannery processes for
at about 4331,000,000 resulted in for information about your sup- me. if I supply the ingredients'
an exceptionally strong demand plies and needs of home-canned A. You may acquire 100 quarts
fruit in deciding how much sugar of such foods point-free for each
situation, the department said.
person in your family if you o:
ning May 30 at St. Paul's Catho- your family raised the fruits 0:
lic Church, conducted by the vegetables. However, these foods
Rev. Thomas G. McMahon. of are considered commercial prothe Paulist Fathers. Lectures ducts, and if you acquire more
will be on the Catholic region than the 100 quarts per person,
or if WOU wish to sell them. you
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
for Catholics and non-Catholics, must
pay and collect points for
Pastor. John N. _Fox
conducted each night at 7:30 them at the point
value of proS. S. Supt., Leonard Groom
o'clock. The public is invited.
cessed foods.
9:45 A.M., Sunday School.
Q. May I give away as many
10:45 A.M.. Morning. Service of SECOND BAPTIST
quarts of home-canned vegetPraise and Meditation. message, F. M. Masters, Pastor.
ables as I wish if they require
-Plenty In A Rationed World."
Regular Sunday evening serv- no sugar in canning them? A.
3:00 P.M.. Pioneers meet.
ices will be held at 7:45. with No. But each person in your
family
6:30 P.M., Tuxis meets.
preaching by the pastor. Sunday than 50may give away not more
quarts of home-canned
7:30 P.M., Evening Hour of School will meet at 9:45 a.m.
fruits and vegetables without
Worship. Meditation, "God Vs
The pastor will also preach at collecting ration stamps. If you
Satan."
Otter Pond Baptist church Sat- wish to give away more than
Wednesday. 7:30 P.M., Prayer urday at 11 o'clock, followed by that, you must collect ration
meeting; 8:30 P. M.. Choir re- the . regular business meeting. Points from the person to whom.
hearses.
Regular preaching service Sun- you give them. although You
Today; 2:30 P.M.. Wood Circle day morning and Sunday School need not ask for money Payment
for this food unless you wish.
meets at the home of Mrs. John at 10 o'clock
Q. How many jars of jams and
Ed Young.

Questions And Answers
On Home Canning

Churches

CHURCH OF CHRIST
Charles C. Lancaster, Minister
Sunday, May 23. Sunday School
at 10 A. M.
Preaching every second and
fourth Sundays. 11 A.M. and
7:30 P.M.
11:00 A.M. "Why not be "Just
a Christian?"
7:30 P.M., The
Cress
of
Christ"
All are invited to meet with us
for worship.
Prayer meeting at 8 Wednesday.

CROSSROADS CHRISTIAN
The Rev. Charles P. Brooks
will preach at Crossroads Christian Church Saturday night. May
CATHOLIC CHURCH
There will be a series of inission lectlires for a week. begin -

Deaths and
I Funerals
Rev. J. Robert Dearing
The many friends and relatives of the Rev. J. Robert Dearing will regret to learn of his
untimely death in a Louisville
hospital last Thursday, May 13.
He was the elder son of the
late John W. and Bertha Roe
Dearing, Washington street, and
is survived by his widow, four
daughters, two sisters, three brothers and a host of friends and
relatives.
Rev. Dearing was well known
in this and surrounding communities where he has held several evangelistical meetings in
the various Christian churches.
For more than a quarter of a
century, he has held pastorates
in and around Louisville, and
at the time of his death was
pastor of the Christian Church
at Prospect.

jellies may I give away? A.
Jams, jellies, and preserves are
not rationed, and you may give
away as many jars as you can
spare out of your allowance of
five pounds of sugar.
Q. What is the point value of
home-canned food? A. Home-canned food has a point value of 8
points per quart and 4 points per
pound or per pint.
Q. May I. sell canned fruits
which someone else puts up for
me? A. Yes. But you must collect ration stamps at the rate of
eight points per quart it.r every
sale you make, regardless of who
does the canning.
Q. I usually can several hundred quarts of fruits and vegetables to sell through the local
farmer's market. May I continue to do so under rationing?
A. Yes. You may continue to
sell home-canned fruits and
Miss Susan F. Larkins
vegetables, but you must collect
Funeral services for Miss Sus8 ration points for each quart
an Frances Larkins, 86, who
sold.
Q. What do I do with the ra died at the home of her nephew,
tion stamps I collect for sales I Archer L. Haydon, near Cerumcke of home-canned food? A. lean, Sunday, were held Mon1 ou turn the ration stamps in to day, April 17, at the home with
your local ration board any time the Rev. A. S. Vire officiating.
during the first ten days of the
She had been in ill health for
month following the sale.
Q. Must I make an',' special several years.
Miss Larkins was born in
report when I turn in the ration stamps I collect for foods Trigg County, December
22,
I sell? A. No. But you must 1856, and was a daughter of
keep a record of your sales.
Henry and Lucy Larkins, deQ. Flow do I get sugar for ceased. She is survived
by a
canning fruit for sales? A. You sister,
Mrs. Sallie Hartigan.
apply to your local board on
OPA Form R.315 for the amount Cadiz; two brothers, W. E. Larkof sugar you will need, at the ins, Blytheville, Ark., and W. S.
rate of one pound of sugar for Larkins, Otter Pond: a nephew,
every four quarts of flni.hed Archer L. Haydon, Cerulean.
fruit.
Pallbearers were R. R. FursQ. May I also apply for sugar ley, Lee Hopson, Clifford Thomfor making jams and jellies for as,
Jessie Piercy, M. A. Rawls
sales? A. No. You may have only
enough sugar for preserving and L. I. Martin.
Burial was in the Tandy cemefruits for the use of your family;
not more than five pounds per tery, Caldwell county.
person.
Q. May I buy canned fruits
Thomas W. Blackburn
and vegetables directly from the
local canning factory? A. Yes,
Funeral services for Thomas
But these cans are commercial W. Blackburn, Cadiz street, who
products. and you must give up died in a Hopkinsville
Hospital
the same number of ration points
for them as you would if you May 13, were held May 15. at
bought them at retail. The can- Flat Rock Church, with the Rev.
ning operator may sell them to Moore, officiating. Mr. Blackyou at a reduced dollar once if burn was 77 years old.
he
He is survived by six sons,

CRPITOL

Everybody reads The

Executor's Notice
All persons who have claims
against the estate of the late
Frank E. Shattuck will present
same, properly proven, to me
on or before June 20, and all
persons knowing themselves indebted to the estate will please
come forward and pay promptly.
G. W. Towery, Executor
3t
There are 10,000 species of
bacilli, micro-organisms, in the
world.

The
BRONZOLEUM
Concrete Burial Vau
Proven
Dependability

Beauty
Permanence
Strerith

The first English printed advertisement is believed to have
appeared in 1477.

The Leader is the most powerful advertising medium in existence . . . so far as this trade
area is concerned.
a daughter, a brother, Press
Blackburn, postmaster, of Princeton, and two sisters.
Burial was in Rowland cemetery.

Bold Only Th;•a
Funeral Directors.
Made and sf-r\ iced by

KATTEIZ JOHN

Concrete Products
Paducah,
Ky.

205 OFF
Standard Policies, Old Line Companies.
more than $50,000.000.00.

Cummins Insurance Agency
(Oyer Ben Franklin Store)
Phones: Office, 520-3
Resident t:

ulS

SUNDAY

CHPITO

—and—

MONDAY

TONIGHT

...IN A COMMON LOVE
FOR A GREAT CAUSE!

FRIDAY

The
TURNING POINT
in Andy Hardy's Wel

At

ent Bride
.nored With Shower
•rs. Harold Rudd, the former
'e Mae Harris, was honored
a bridal shower at the
e of her aunt, Mrs. K. P.
..good, Wednesday
evening,
y 12, at 8 o'clock.
Mrs.
nche Hobgood was co-hostess.
uests gathered in the living
for an informal meeting
the recent bride before re-., ents were served.
ills from the guests were preted by little Lasko Ann Lisgranddaughter of Mr. and
. L. C. Lisman.
'esent were Mesdames Birdie
ire, Harold Rudd, Margaret
Urey Nichols, Hillary
ett, L. D. Pickens, Edith
dlington, L. C. Lisman, W.
McElroy, Marietta Jones, Gus
it, Blanche Hobgood and K.
Hobgood; Misses Virginia
, Mary Wilson Eldred
•t June Strong, Charlotte
Ruby Hollowell and RobLou Hobgood.

Alumni
• in Seniors

About eighty-five
members,
Qs and guests
were enterby the Alumni

LOHN7X-A‘ NE
PHILIP HORN

rAll"m•„,

Ey,

COLORED CARTOON
TRAVELOGUE
PDX MOVIETONE NEWS

SATURDAY

STARRING
Richard Dix—Preston Foster—Leo Carrillo
FRANCES GI1FFORD AND
GUINN WILLIAMS
The Romance of
America's Empire Builders

Murder hangs over his head!

BURGESS MEREDITH
CLAIRE TREVOR
100111 PLATT

Plus Second Big Feature

William Boyd (Hopalong Cassidy)

—added—
CARTOON
LAST CHAPTER
'Tangled Angler"
"Gang Busters"

For details, come to
the Free
booklet "What Ar
Contest blanks are
booklet.

We all can't be in combat service and torpedo the
enent. but we can help by buying War Bonds and

SjILMET0CHAXCE

$5,00
CASH P

111111111011MIIMI.

HENRIETTA HOTEL BUILDING
Telephone 46
Princeton, Ky.

e piano pupils of Mrs. HornL Purdy will be presented in
;411 Tuesday evening, May
at eight o'clock, at Butler
School Auditorium. The
'tic is cordially invited.

Louise Kelley has reed to Margaret Hall, VerI.es, after spring
vacation,
h she spent in Chicago, as
guest of friends. While there,
attended Metropolitan Opera
the Chicago Symphony conShe will return to her
here at the close of school.
line, for the summer vaca-

ROONEY • LEWIS
CECILIA
PARKER.PAY STONE
ANN
HOLDy
RUTHERFORD
Erma
WILLIAMS

PRINCETON FEDERAL SAVINGS &
LOAN ASSOCIATION

a•geant Strong is a son of
and Mrs. Carl Strong, South
,erson street, and is a gradof Butler High School. Behis induction into the Army,
was an employe of the Stand Service Co. here. He is now
anti-aircraft instructor in
:st Artillery at Ft. Knox.
•rs. Leech will make her
e here with her parents for
present.

s In Chicago

MICKEY

Stamps.
For a swift and sure plan for home ownership, get details of our low-cost home-financing
plan.

wedding of Grace Elizae
Leech to Sergeant William
took place at the
mi Strong
bride's parents, Mr.
the
e of
South
Mrs. R. D. Leech,
,erson street, Sunday mornmay 16, at eleven o'clock.
Schultz officiat• Rev. 0. M.
cereusing the double ring
.y.
wedding, the bride
or her
wool suit, with
a light blue
accessories.
The
blue
,m was in uniform. Miss
,guerite Leech, sister of the
.e, was maid of honor and
as
Paul Artman served

.no Recital

Your Fire and Tornado Insurance uhethr r 'rules for
1-year, 3-years or 5-years.

—AND—

ch-Strong

man.
.. Strong is a graduate of
attendler High School and
Green. At preB. U., Bowling
employed at Linton
t she is

Massachusetts was the last of
the 13 original states to adopt a
written constitution.

Y 11111101.9
oger
,
i4.{9e

OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST
E. S. Denton, Pastor
9:45 A. M. Sunday School.
11:00 A. M. "Striving For Victory."
7:30 P. M. "Jesus As a Preacher."
6:30 P. M. Youth Fellowship,
Clerna Joyce Keeney. leader.
E. W. Palmer says. The empty
pew is the Church's worst enemy
because it is the worst enemy of
someone whom God loves."
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Chas. P. Brooks, Minister
Bible School. 9:45.
Worship. 10:55.
The Communion Service each
Lord's Day. The Sermon by the
Minister.
The Evening Worship, 7130.
Prayer ser vice Wednesday,
7:30 o'clock. followed by choir
practice.

All persons knowing themselves to be indebted to the estate of Charles F. Lester, de'
ceased, please come forward and
make satisfactory settlement; and
all persons holding claims against
said estate, please present therm
properly proven, for payment.
J. B. Lester,
3t
Administrator.

Roaring River, Me,b y a spring flow
.•! ,;„A„
hold
Clinton Lodge No. 82 will
Friday gallons daily.,
7:30
meeting
called
a
evening, May 21, 1943 to confer
broThe 54 billion
the second degree. Visiting
Passenger.
traveled by Americans
thers welcome.
4.
Master,
H. M. Price,
in 1942 was an all-time
high
G. W. Towery, Secretary.

Masonic Meeting

The Stars of
"Mrs. Miniser"
and
"Lost Horizon"
in the Season's
Top Picturt!

Don't delay contest
30. Get
your entry blank
tains
valuable information
ions in
contest.
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day, may 20
ing River, Miabousi
spring flow
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wedding of Grace Elizaech to Sergeant William
Strong took place at the
of the bride's parents, Mr.
Mrs. R. D. Leech, South
son street, Sunday mornay 16, at eleven o'clock.
ev. 0. M. Schultz officiating the double ring cere-
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Dorothy Ann Davis

Personals

Society. Personals

Mrs. Shell Smith.
Martha Dee Talley spent last
week-end with her mother, Mrs.
Tylene Talley. She recently graduated from .,,a Western Union
School and has accepted a position as a telegraph operator in
cincinnati.
.1 Brad Lacy, Hoy Blackburn,
Harry
Randolph
and
Judge
Ilerman Lee Stephens are in
Oregon this week. They will
return Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Morris,
Greenville, are visiting Mrs.
Morris' parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mack Taylor, Dawson Road.
Marvin Wylie, New Albany,
Ind., is visiting his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Wylie.

Miss Carolyn Arnett, Owensboro, spent several days here
this week with her mother, Mrs.
Rebecca Arnett.
Mrs. Charles Pollard, Louisville, is a visitor here.
and
Misses Florence Oliver
Dorothy Jones are spending this
bride
the
wedding,
her
week in Salisbury, N. C.
a light blue wool suit, with
Little Vivian Clare Moore, PaThe
accessories.
blue
duch, is visiting relatives here
was in uniform. Miss
this week.
erite Leech, sister of the
Mrs. Gid Shelby Pool will leave
and
honor
of
maid
was
Friday for Ft. Knox, where she
Girl
Scouts
Intermediate
as
served
Artman
aul
will visit her husband.
The Intermediate Girl Scouts
man.
D. F. Nisbet, Louisville, was
Strong is a graduate of
of Butler High School held their a visitor here last week-end.
High School and attendregular meeting in the Scout
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Palmer,
room, Wednesday afternoon, May Bay City, Texas, are the guests
U., Bowling Green. At preLinton
at
employed
is
19.
she
of Mrs. Palmer's parents, Mr.
Martha Ann Stegar passed a and Mrs. C. A. Pepper. Mrs. Palof
son
a
is
geant Strong
second class test, Sports and mer is the former Jane Pepper.
Mrs. T. C. Pryor
Games; Ann Gowin, First Aid
nd Mrs. Carl Strong, South
Mrs. George M. Hunt, Maytion
at
Butler
of
High School
the and Music and Dancing; Cynthia
son street, and is a gradfield, visited her brother, Bedof Butler High School. Be- home of Mrs. C. 0. Akin, Wash- Ann Cunningham, Music and ford McChesney and Mrs. Mcis induction into the Army, ington street from 3:45 to 5:30 Dancing and Nature. The latter Chesney here several days last
s an employe of the Stand- o'clock Tuesday afternoon, at a two members will be awarded week.
ervice Co. here. He is now tea, in honor of the senior class. merit badges for passing the
In
Stevens, Chicago, spent
nti-aircraft instructor in
ten tests.
last week-end with friends and
was
on
table
special
provided
A
Artillery at Ft. Knox.
Present were Ann Gowin, Bar- relatives here. Mrs. Stevens has
Leech will make her which members of the alumni bara Jean Nall, Cynthia Ann been here two weeks on an exhere with her parents for left silver that would have pur- Cunningham, Betty Jo Linton, tended visit.
resent.
chased tickets to the annual Martha Ann Stegar, Frances
Mrs. Mattie Dudley left TuesChristmas banquet which was Tandy, Shirley Vick, Mary Vir- day for Dallas, Texas, where she
postponed this year. This dona- ginia Meadows and Joan Picker- will visit her daughter, Mrs. F.
o Recital
tion will be used to buy a bond. ing. Visitors were Eleanor Ann B. Ferrell.
Horn:
Mrs.
of
pupils
piano
This year's affair had the largest Jones and Margaret Ann QuisenMr. and Mrs. Bill Powell, PaPurdy will be presented in attendance in several years.
berry.
ducah, spent Sunday with friends
1 Tuesday evening, May
The group has been asked by and relatives here.
t eight o'clock, at Butler
the American Legion Auxiliary
Evans Groom, Cincincinnati,
School Auditorium. The Lieut. and Mrs. Pool
to sell poppies on "Poppy Day," spent last week-end with his
is cordially invited.
Honored At Reception . May 29.
mother, Mrs. Willie Groom.
Mrs. J. D. Alexander will sucLieut. and Mrs. Gid Shelby
Dr. and Mrs. W. C. Haydon
Pool, Ft. Knox, will be honored ceed Miss Sarah Fern Trotter spent Sunday in Fulton.
nt Bride
summer.
this
Leader
Scout
as
at
o'clock,
11
at
Friday evening
k Mr. and Mrs. Claude Patterson,
ored With Shower
the Hunt Club, two miles south
Memphis, spent last week-end
. Harold Rudd, the former of Ft. Knox, with a formal revith Mr. Patterson's parents, Mr.
Mae Harris, was honored ception, from ten until two, by
and Mrs. Homer Patterson.
the
at
a bridal shower
the Officers of the Battalion.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Presler left
Little Vesta Skees, daughter
of her aunt, Mrs. K. P. Mrs. Pool will be received offiSunday for their home in BremSkees,
Hugh
Mrs.
and
Captain
of
evening, cially by the officers of the
ood, Wednesday
erton, Wash., after a visit with
Mrs. Battalion and their ladies at has been quite ill, and is slight12, at 8 o'clock.
friends and relatives here.
he Hobgood was co-hostess. 11 o'clock. There will be an or- ly improved. She has a special
Mr. and Mrs. D. B. Norman
nurse, Miss Mary Hayes.
ests gathered in the living chestra for the occasion.
and little daughter, Yvonne, of
Mexico,
Langston,
Hayes
Mr.
meeting
informal
for an
Lieut. and Mrs. Pool, the
Louisville, were the guests of
the recent bride before re- former Dorothy Cash, were mar- underwent an operation several relatives here last week.
imto
continues
and
ago,
days
ments were served.
ried in Hopkinsville, May 2.
..Laverne "Pete" Cavanah, NBC,
prove.
ts from the guests were preMrs. Shelley Decker, Dyers- Chicago, left Saturday after a
-d by little Laska Ann Lisburg, is under treatment this week's visit here.
granddaughter of Mr. and Barbecue Given
Mrs. Milton Olander, Birmweek.
Lisman.
L. C.
For Seniors
ingham, Mich., was the guest of
Birdie
esent were Mesdames
A picnic and barbecue for the gram. The meeting opened by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Shell
e, Harold Rudd, Margaret graduating class of Butler High singing followed by prayer by R. Smith here last week.
way. Urey Nichols, Hillary School was given Monday at the Mrs. Grubbs. Present and on the
Mrs. J. E. Neel, Morganfield,
eft. L. D. Pickens, Edith Vinson place, on the Marion program were, Mesdames T. L. spent last week-end with friends
ngton, L. C. Lisman, W. Road. They were accompanied Grubbs, John Ackridge, L. T. here.
cElrov. Marietta Jones, Gus by Coach Cliff Cox and Mrs. J. Wadlington, Everett Harris, A. J.
Mrs. Bedford McChesney and
. Blanche Hobgood and K. D. Alexander.
Eldridge, Miss Georgie Boaz. Mrs. Bland Newman were visitHobgood; Misses Virginia
After program the pres., Mrs. ors in Hopkinsville Monday afan, Mary Wilson Eldred.
Eldridge had charge of the busi- ternoon.
Meets
W.M.S.
aret June Strong, Charlotte
Mrs. Godfrey Childress has
ness meeting. They set their
The Young Ladies' Missionary
s, Ruby Hollowell and Robtime for the all day sewing returned to her home in ValSociety of the Baptist Church, which will be June 16 at the halla, N. Y. after an extended
u Hobgood.
Fredonia, met Thursday after- home of Mrs. T. L. Grubbs.
visit with her parents, Mr. and
noon at the church, with Mrs.
ts In Chicago
Topic
leader.
as
Al Damaski,
•-s Louise Kelley has re- of discussion was Christian Witd to Margaret Hall, Ver- ness Through Learning. The
after spring vacation, meeting opened b ysinging, fol.1 she spent in Chicago, as lowed by prayer by Mrs. John
guest of friends. While there, W. Outland.
attended Metropolitan Opera
Present were Mesdames Coy
the Chicago Symphony con- Moore, J. J. Rogers, Veldon Yanwill return to her del, J. W. King, John W. Outat the close of school, land and Mrs. Al Damaski.
une, for the summer vacaMr. and Mrs. Dennis
Bell
Campbell, Route 1, Fredonia, on
the birth of a daughter, Etta
Jane, May 5.
Mr. and Mrs. James Nitter,
Tolu, on the birth of a daughter,
May 17, at Princeton Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Banks,
Farmersville, on the birth of a
daughter, May 16, at Princeton
Hospital.

•

Homemakers' Schedule
Bethany, Friday, 2:30 P.M.,
May 21, with Mrs. Nina Coleman; Hall, Saturday, 2:30 P.M.,
May 22, with Mrs. Everett Creasey; Advisory Council, 9:30 A.M.,
Monday, May 24, George Coon
Library; Cobb, Tuesday, 2:30 P.
M., May 25, with Mrs. Rosa Newton; Fredonia, 2:30 P.M., May
26, with Mrs. J. E. Hillyard.

Eddyville Road
Homemakers
Mrs. Dennie Freeman entertained members of the Eddyville
Road
Homemakers' Club at
their regular meeting Friday af-

net
AYNE
DORN

AMOUNT NEWS
.10

PIRE"
Leo Carrillo

. . . to see you
through the summer
Shantung—that cool, but tailored fabric that is
the favorite for summer . . . But especially this
summer because, maybe it will be "The Dress"
for next year, too . . . One and two piece dresses,
in all sizes, in the latest summer shades . . .
Prices from-

10.95 to 13.95
The traditional sheer for summer . . . Bemberg!
In the most flattering
styles in gay flowered
patterns that make
you cool to look at
them. From-

6.50
TO

You'll be cool as a cucumber in a lovely
mesh . . . For almost every day-time occasion, mesh is just "The Thing" to wear.
In all pastel shades, in plain colors and
checks, and priced from-

13.95 to 17.95
Butcher linen in summer is as tweed is in
winter. Smart, tailored, long-wearing, with
that sporty look, it adds to the enjoyment
of many a summer festivity. In bright and

•

For details, come to Wood Drug Co., for

the Free booklet "What Are Vitamins?"

RS.-FRI.

Contest blanks are obtainable with this
booklet.
Don't delay contest closes midnight, June
30. Get your entry blank today. Booklet contains valuable information in answering quest-

ions in

contest.
•

Everybody reads The Leader

9P

$5,000 IN
CASH PRIZES

N WILLIAMS
pire Builders

ternoon. Mrs. Henry Sevison,
chairman, was in charge of the
program.
A report of the district federation meeting at Providence was
given by Mrs. H. J. Watson.
Books from the Homemakers'
library were distributed and
magazines we're exchanged. Project lessons studied concerned
home nursing and foods.
Mesdames Watson, Sevison,
Gene Hays, Charles Hubbard,
011ie Cummins, Lyman Kilgore,
Ure4 Lamb, Dennie Cash, W. H.
Beck and J. W. Hollingsworth
were Mrs. Freeman's guests.

7.95

The W. M. U. of the Baptist
church met Wednesday afternor
at the church. Topic of disbout eighty-five members, cussion was Christian Witness
nrs and guests were enter- Through Learning. Miss Georgia
id by 'Ile Alumni Associa- Boaz was in charge of the pro-

er Alumni
ertain Seniors
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Phone 50

pastel colors. Our one and two piece dresses
run from-

13.95 to 17.95
Now $2.98

•

All low-heel brown sport oxfords formerly priced at $3.50
are now $2.98. We have all sizes
from 31.i to 9 and A to D
widths. Ideal for school, everyday
leisure and general sport wear.
Five styles to choose from.

*GZON

'WOOD DRUG CO.
arli°1
W
ES HILTON
ooavor4t MI. 011,17,
•••

Phone 611

PRINCETON SHOE CO.
"Fine Shoes -- Fitted By X-Ray"

THE EXCLUSIVE LADIES' STORE

Hopkinsville, Ky.
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College of Agriculture and
Home Economics
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Vine Crop Insects
Each year, gardeners who grow
cucumbers, squashes and cantaloupes observe that of the 6 or 8
seeds dropped in each hill, only
a fel, make plants, and that of
these few, still less stay alive
long enough to produce fruit. On
pulling up the dying plants the
cause is seen, that all the side
roots have been bitten off, only
the taproot left, But, this injury
is 4 to 6 weeks old, done when
the first soil-cracks were made
by the first seedlings breaking
through. The culprit is tha larva
that hatched from the eggs of
the cucumber beetles, laid way
back then. •
Inasmuch as the damage starts
early, so must the control. And,
because the injury is so sure to
come, it is the part of good sense AXIS PRISONERS DRIVE TO PRISON CAMP—Piled high on their own vehicle, driven by their
own countrymen. these Nazi prisoners of war, captured during the Tunisian campai
to anticipate it.
gn in battles
The best way to do it is to use for Bizerte and tunis, drive themselves to prisoner compounds.
(41—Telemat
a &1st, made of 1 part of calcium arsente and 15 parts gypsum, "fibre-plaster" obtainable'
of dealers in building materials.
This dust is too heavy to put
through most hand rusters, but it
is sifted through a sack of tobacco canvas or other loosemesh material.
Dusting should be begun when
first the soil heaves over the
hills, a "blob" of dust placed.
This serves to repel the beetles,
and some of the dust drops down
the soil-cracks as they are made.
Three days later, another dusting is given, this time to fall into the cracks, down to the roots
of the seedlings.
At least 3 more dustitigs should
follow, always at the middles of
the hills. By then, the cracks
will have closed up.
Now, despite the care and
thoroughness with which these
5 dustings have been given, some
of the larvae will have escaped,
to grow up into adult black-andyellow striped cucumber beetles,
to continue their kind of damage,
which is gnawing the barks of THE LEVEE BROKE—
Busine
the runners, causing them, or at when a newly-constructed ss came to a halt along Paul Valley's main street in Oklahoma
levee gave way under pressure of a rampaging creek,
sending water
least their tips, to wilt and die. waist deep through downtown and resident
ial sections.
(/P)—Telemat
Though this is serious anywhere
on the plant it is much more so,
occurring on the main stem.
ittk="•;,110.S,
To forestall it is to keep on
a.**
dusting, 3 days apart, always at
the center of the hill, until at
least 5 more dustings are given,
or 15 days' protection. The dustings will not stop then, but 5
more may be given, or 10 more,
to give in all 60 days' protection, and just that much more
picking.
But, the time to start is just as
the first seedlings begin breaking through.
A town of prairie dogs may extend for many miles.

Dr. Hallie C. Watt
OPTOMETRIST
Phone 250

E. Main St.

GLIDER FLIES WITH ENGINES—Powered
Glider (above) was successfully flown underby two relatively small engines, a large army cargo
its own power by Col. Frederick Dent (center), head
of the Army's Glider program. Col. Dent,
Lt. Col. William S. McDuffee (left), area officer for
air forces, and John Parker (right), preside
the
nt of Northwest Aeronautical Corp., builder
craft, look over the ship after the test at Minnapo
of the
lis, .Minn.
(iP)—Telem at
ease-free hatcheries had a low grade its
Among The
potatoes and sell them
death-rate, while others had to the
County Agents
Food Distribution ' Admany losses.
ministration.
At least half the corn planted
In April, 126 first-aid kits
Russell county farmers have
in Hancock county will be hy- were equipped by homemakers
surpassed their hemp acreage
Capital Stock Co. Insurance brid
in
Garrard
county.
seed, the Farm Bureau havallotment by approximately 34
Is safe and reliable.
During the past month, 107 percent,
ing sold double the amount of
and castor beans, 57
Green
Princeton, K.
county farmers placed percent.
Phone 25 a year ago.
110 S. Jefferson St.
Muhlenberg county poultry- orders for 12,000 bushels of govDue to the increase of livemen purchasing chicks from dig- ernment wheat.
stock and poultry in
Elliott
Cabbage and alfalfa salad, a county, farmer
s are sowing more
good source of vitamins, was in- lespede
za and soybeans.
cluded in the menu prepared at
VISIT
Approximately 400 storage deTodd county homemakers' club vices and
kitchen conveniences
meetings.
were made by homemakers in
Crittenden county will have an Fleming county
during April.
increase of 25 percent in the
Farmers in Carlisle county
BARGAINS FOR MEN, WOMEN AND
number of chicks raised this will plant
CHILDREN
More than 5,200 acres
110 Market Street
year.
in hybrid seed, which is about a
Princeton, Ky.
The Clay county farmers' co- fourth of
the total corn acreage.
operative is making plans to
R. M. Morris of Taylor county

Gus Kortrecht, Agt.
Fire and Auto
Insurance

Williams' Used Clothing Store

Wanted
DEAD STOCK - HORSES, MULES
COWS AND SHEEP
Removed Free of Charge . . . Sanitary Trucks
.
Our driver is courteous, answering calls promp
tly. We pay all phone calls.
—GREASE MAKES BONDS—
Turn Your Dead Stock Into War
Materials!

101-010

Feed Wheat
•

We Are Now Grinding
Government'Wheat
Again.
Have Plenty In Stock.

PRINCETON MILLS
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Method test that
so many
enabled them to hear well
You must ill'at la tter after

your money back at
once,
about °urine Ear
Drops
at Dawson's Drug Store

"ATHLETE'S HST
I Made This Test

I learned the germ
self deeply. Requires
penetrating fungicide.•
solution made with 90$
increases penetration.
more germs faster. You
take hold. Get the test
OL at any, drug store,.
sweaty smelly or itchy
day at Wood Drug Co. feet

*arm.

1L-7'
WOMEN MAKE BARRAGE BALLOONS—The caption on this
picture, received from neutral Portugal, says it shows the inside
of a German Balloon factory, with women working on the barrage guards, and finished balloons being examined and tested
(iTh--Telemat
in the background.

PIMPLES DISAPPEA
OVER NIGHT

Yes, it is true, there
isa
harmless medicated liquid.
Kleerex that dries up
over night. Those who
simple directions and
Kleerex upon retiring %%.
ingly surprised When ih..
their pimple had
These users enthusiastically
Kleerex and claim they
longer embarrassed and sft
happy with their clear
ions. Don't take our ward
use Kleerex tonight. If
plication does not satisfy,
your money back. There
risk so do not hesitate. Itr
by Dawson's Drug Store.

r-7-7

ALL-OUT
PROTECTION
For Your

Precious Furs
and

FUR
COAT
FOSS BEGINS NATION-WIDE TOUR—Capt. Joe
Foss, Marine
flier hero of Guadalcanal, inspects an improved
Grumman
fighter plane during a visit to the Marine camp
Navy Pier.. His wife June (center) and his motherat Chicago's
Mrs.
Mary
Foss (right) watch as Capt. Foss points out feature
s of the
plane. He is beginning a nation-wide tour of
camps and war
plants.
(Th—Telemat
sold two ton-litters during the
Utah Gets The Bird
past month.
Salt Lake City (/P)—Turkey
Soybeans will be grown by
homemakers in more than 200 raising has been boomed into a
gardens in Mercer county this major industr
y for Utah with
year for the first time.
•
4,166,000 birds raised last year
The Henderson county homemakers' market, which sells all for an all-time high. A steady
unrationed food with the except- gain has been shown since 1933
ion of butter, is unable to supply when the output was
only 298,the demand for its products.
000 turkeys.
Mu
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Charges Ite.Nonable
Reserve a
in our cold
day . . . and you :
no fear for their sii:
modern vault is . on.
best and newest in
tire south. We clean
your garments before s
them.

FREEMAN
FUR SHOP
North Main street
Telephone 732-W
HOPKINSVILI.E..

Comfort

Service Insura
Agency

Convenience
Complete Service
And, of course, a cordial recept
ion and
careful attention to your enter
tainment
during your stay are yours, alway
s, at

INSURANCE OF
KINDS
W. C. Spark
Glenn E. Farm
Sam Kolti

THE

Phone 423 - Princeton, Ky.

Kentucky Rendering Works

And
Are

KENTUCKY
HOTEL
Louisville's newest and most centra
lly located home-away-from-home, in
Kentucky's
metropolis . . . Prices will confo
rm to your
idea of moderate charg
es for service
rendered.
For Reservation
Write—
W. L. STODGILL,
ikeisistant Manager.
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Aboard A Sub That
Hunts The Japs

GIRL WELDER WINS BEAUTY CONTEST—Grace Conley
(center) of Mattapan, Mass., a tack welder, holds cup she won
with title of Miss Beth-Hingham in beauty contest among women
workers of Bethlehem shipyards in Boston. Other entrants included Jane Heinemeyer (left) of Milton, Mass., personnel department: and Ida Gillispie (right) of Roxhurv, Mass., shipfitter.
AP Telemat

's A House
Wants Kids
attan. Kas. (113)—Some
rds make the headlines by
ing to rent their houses to
e with children. Not so
H. K. Work. When she and
o children decided to join
usband, Lieut. Work, U. S
San Francisco, she refused
sider any applicant seeking
nt her home here if the
didn't have children.
earliest writing inks conof a mixture of lampblack
a solution of glue or gum.

—*—

BRITISH CAPTURE GEN. VON ARNIM—Col. Gen. Jurgen von
Arnim (left), 54-year-old Prussian who succeeded Marshal Erwin
Rommel as Axis commander-in-chief in Africa, was captured
by British troops as they overran Cap Bon peninsula. He is shown
as African commander congratulating a member of a German
tank crew. This photo reached the United States from London.
—AP Telemat
where the Nazi general has been interned.

CORNICK OIL CO.

PeVidiZYS1

rYbody reads The Leader

AXIS PRISONERS SANDBAG LEVEES—Acting under emergency authorization, Axis prisoners of war were used by United
States engineers to sandbag breaks on the Mississippi river in
Missouri south of St. Louis during recent high water. The PW
on their jackets identifies them as prisoners of war. Faces of
prisoners were retouched out by government request.
amosaanimmnaliell

The busy woman of today
walks, works, carries, shops
about and runs her home as
efficiently as possible! You'll look smart in these twopiece suit dresses—famous
for their fine tailoring. And
priced to fit your purs,I

3.98
Bright jacket with contrasting slacks. In crisp
rayon faille!Saddle pockets. Sizes 12 to 20.

Neat Checks In Cool Rayon
The Perfect Summer
Fabric!

-4

They're Styled For Comfort!
MEN'S SPORT SETS

4.98

SUMMER HATS
1.98

SLACK SUITS

Cool, at - absolute - ease
models in superb rayons!
Short sleeves, convertible
collar, casual fit!

7.50 and 8.50

Boys'

•

Crisp summertime straws

JIMMIES
69c to 1.19

Brown and Beige, Cream and
Beige.

SLACKS

Cool Ventilated Models!

See our New
TEX-TAN SADDLE

Fibre meshes, rayon fibres, hopsacking meshes,
cocoanuts and Pandans!

CRAFT BELTS

149
STRAW HATS
Light-as-a-feather f i b re
meshes and Hopokas

•

Wood & McElfatrick

SOLAR STRAW HATS

98c
STRAW HATS
Air Spun mesh weaves,
fibre braids and mixtures!

with flattering brim lines(

Boys' Sport

For Home Or Street Wear!

SHIRTS
79c and 98c

WOMEN'S DRESSES

TIME FOR COOL HEADS

in Blue. Tan and Brown
Sharkskins and Rayons

J'I'Ptvem
Dvoouc rs

Phone 321

4.98

SLACK SUITS

Outfit Yourself For The
Warm Days Ahead

IN S GAL. PAILS!

red Hardware Co.

Will Lead Busy Lives!

For Busy Days Ahead!

3.25 and 6.00
PER GALLON

DRESSES

SLACK SUITS
49$
Sleek rayon poplin. Two
pockets. Smartly tailored. Sizes 12 to 20.

IT'S NOW ONLY
$3.15

SUIT-TYPE

Now The Whole Family Gets Into
Slack Suits!

1 remains of ground sloths
ge as elephants have been
.50 caliber aircraft magun, which used to cost
is now produced for $400.

Fort Oglethorpe, Ga. (JP)
Coincidence has maintained a
close relationship between two
WAACs stationed at the Third
Training Center here.
Marie Cambridge of Woodside,
L. I., and Winifred Anderson of
Haledon, N. J., worked together
in a New York insurance brokerage office. They enlisted in the
WAAC together, received their
orders to report to the center
here the same day.
They were assigned to the
same company and the same
barracks. After completing basic
training, Aux. Anderson was
made an assistant to the chaplains and Aux. Cambridge went
to work in the classification office.
A week later, the chief of
chaplains asked for another assistant. Now Auxiliaries Anderson and Cambridge are working
together again, this time in the
chaplain's office.

Dear Friend:

y Growers Are
ted Increase
farmer having a Burley
e allotment in 1942 of less
one-half acre, will have a
allotment of one-half acre.
inasmuch as the 105 perprovision of the Marketing
Regulations is in effect,
a minimum increase of 1-10
growers may plant up to
nths without deductions
Agricultural Conservation
am payments and without
ng
tobacco
marketing
Curtis E. George, AAA
an, said this week.

'4-F' Flier

Arm Of Coincidence
In The Women's Army

F. D. Draper of Wilmington, Del.,
and a marine friend of Draper's
and I set out for a public park
where they had a small zoo.
We stood by the high barred
fence and watched the kangaroos
and a number of emu and antelope.
Then the marine friend of Draper's had what seemed to be a
fine idea. He said he bet he could
catch a kangaroo. We climbed in
Kangaroos don't like to be
caught, so we had to outmaneuver them. We got all the animals
in the enclosure up in a corner.
It began to look easy, but all at
once the antelope whizzed by us,
the emu streaked for it and tke
kangaroos jumped right over us.
By Paul Carrington Barksdale All but one. He looked like sort
Boatswain's Mate First Class
of a Model T. kangaroo, so we
As told to John Daffron
closed in. That was when the old
Associated Press Features
hopper really came to life and
Col. Loren Hillsinger of El
according to some folks, is the
Richmond, Va.—A man gets it took all three of us a good
kind of gamble we shouldn't be Paso, Texas, equipped with an
scared—plenty scared when the while to persuade him we meant
taking on a submarine. But it artificial right leg, walks away
stuff starts coming. If he doesn't no harm . . .
helps a lot. Particularly toward from his plane somewhere in
well . . . he's probably crazy or
That marine friend of Draper's
the end of a war patrol when Britain. He lost the lower part
something else is missing. But said when you catch your first
you find yourself getting a little of the leg during the raid on
while you wait you get to think- kangaroo you might as well take
irritable and nobody wants to Dieppe. Still an active flier, he
ing. And then you might start him with you. So we did. We
talk. Then you can play poker has been awarded the Distingchuckling—and before you re- boosted him over the fence with
and think of a nice, tall cool one uished Service Cross and the
member to get scared again the us—never did see that zoo-keepOrder of the Purple Heart.
you make a liberty.
stuff stops coming . . .
er—and he hopped along with when
First, of course, you think of us. But you get tired of kangahome and the folks. But more roos and they get tired of you.
than likely you think of some So he hopped on away down the
swell liberty (shore leave) and street. Might be hopping yet . . .
how a cold beer would go and
And that minute was past and
what you wouldn't give for one, no more depth charges . . .
or three or four . . . You might
When the captain figured the
even think about a kangaroo in destroyers had gone somewhere
Australia and if he's still hop- else to blow up the water, he orping v!herever he pleases . . . dered our ship to surface. We
That old kangaroo has done me didn't have any trouble getting
a lot of good in tough spots . . . to the top. The fresh air poured
One night last year Jap de- in and cooled us off some. Then
stroyers picked us up and the the poker game went into sessskipper took her down. And then ion.
Why not give my gasoline a tryout you
we heard
Poker, you know, is one of the
the
thrum-thrumthrum of the destroyer's screws submarine man's main sources of
as she passed right over us . . . recreation at sea. The other reccan't have much to loose and a lot to gain.
Then it was that Torpedoman reations are other kinds of poker.
2d Class William E. Short from There's stud poker and draw
The Bronx, New York, used his poker. But never any wild card
old standby remark: "Come on. games. Submarine men are too
Try it then you be the Judge.
you little so-and-sos, why don't conservative for wild games.
remember
believe
I
can
you try again."
I don't
Men like Short do a lot of a night when a game didn't start
good in a submarine in a tight in the messhall after supper for
spot. The men figure if Bill feels the ones off watch. There'd be six
that way, they may as well, too players, no more, no less, and
. . . But, thank God, the Jap about 10 waiters.
didn't take his invitation.
Poker on a submarine is alThen I remembered I'd been ways played on the surface at
thinking about Australia, and the night. That's when we come up
night in the bar when a few of to recharge and get a breath of
us decided that Australia was the air and move some place in a
place where they had kangaroos. hurry. You can't play submerged
405 HOPKINSVILLE ST.
R. B. WILLIAMS, Manager
We'd never seen one, so after a because it's too hot and sticky
little more pleasantry we decided and the cards get too moist to
to do something about seeing a deal.
Maybe gambling with cards,
kangaroo. Chief Machinist's Mate

(Editor's Note: Navy department communiques tell tersely
of the prowess of American submarines as hunters. But during
the arduous weeks of war patrol
hunting, what does a submariner
think about? Boatswain's Mate
first class Paul Carrington Barksdale knows. A member of the
crew of the sub that evacuated
President Quezon and High Commissioner Sayre from the Philippines and torpedoed 16 Japanese
vessels, Barksdale returned home
to Virginia recently for the first
time since September, 1941, to
see his family and meet 10months-old Paul Carrington
Barksdale, Jr. This is his story:)
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2.98
Today your clothes must be
trim looking, yet sturdy—
so you can look your best
each busy day! Tailored
skirts and jacket-type
blouses that button up the
front! Cool cottons in styles
and colors to please. Sizes
12 to 20.
Candy Strpies In Seersucker Handsomely Gored Skirts
Frosty White Trimmings.

THE THRIFTY WAY IS THE
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New OPA Order
Eases Farm Meat
Rationing Rules

FREDONIA NEWS

Cobb News

(Nemo)
Eatherly, Bowling
W.
C.
Mrs.
Green, had the misfortune to
fall and break her arm recently.
Mrs. Eatherly is the mother of
Mrs. Otis Smiley, of this community.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Yates
have had news of their boy,
Kenneth, who is stationed in
North Africa.
P. L. Perkins and family were
in our town Sunday.
Mrs. Ruth Holland, Princeton,
and J. E. Keys and family, of
Cerulean, were guests of Mrs.
Lena Kanady Mother's Day.
Mrs. Jack P'Poole continues to
be ill though somewhat improved.
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Print
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at the Baptist Church June 3
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Thursday.
TIMES
amended meat rationing regulaEND UP wrrl
Vacation Bible
The Daily
SPEED COP AS A C
tions to wipe out certain reSchool will open at the Baptist
strictions on slaughtering
of
church May 31, for all boys and
girls.
home-produced livestock for conRev. and Mrs. C. W. Dilworth
sumption on the farm and at the
were dinner guests Sunday of
same time gave details of .raMr. and Mrs. W. M. Young.
tioning rules that apply to other
Misses Gladys and Mary HamII
situations involving home-proby, Evansville, are visiting their
duced meat.
sister, Mrs. Marvin Green.
Regulations now provide
a
,
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Phelps and
farmer and his family may conchildren, Wanda Lee and Philip,
sume meat raised on any farm
f
'
a
visited Mr. and Mrs. Henry
he owns or operates, and may
—soxProwell
Sunday.
a
transfer meat from one of his
P
These Soldiers Eat
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Yandell
farms to another to provide food
and daughter, of London, are
for members of the household,
Stew In Swing-Time
visiting
Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
without giving up ration points.
Keesler Field, Miss. (W)—Who
Walker and relatives.
If the farm owner lives in a
lo0
says the Army never has the
Mrs. H. F. Glenn returned
city however, or any place other
40
home?
comforts of
home Monday. She had been
than a farm, he must give up
• •Not the men who eat at Kees- PETE SAYS: Fire, the
visiting her son, Supt. Eugene
ration points for meat he conanyhow, tinuous mental
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4,
No.
Hall
JOIN
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and Mrs. Glenn at Kensumes off the farm, although he
hazard,
overcome with proper
for an erstwhile juke box-radio
co fire boats and city equipment battled
tucky Baptist Children's Home,
need not necessarily pay for the
Francisco
waterfront. H
combination has been rigged up
ance. Phone 25.
•er 48 on the San
Glendale, Ky.
meat in money. '
orked swiftly to move stacks of goods fr
PATTON'S GRANDSON GETS MEDAL—John K. Waters, Jr.. 5,
to give them music with their
Mrs. J. Parr and Miss Dorothy
A farmer who sells any meat
proudly receives a Silver Star at Fort Devens, Mass., from Maj.
_
meals. More than 200 recordings
produced from livestock raised
Gen. Sherman Miles in recognition of the "gallantry in action" Parr returned home Monday.
are used to provide jive tunes
They
been
visiting
on his farm, whether he slaughthad
and
Mr.
of his father, Lt. Col. John K. Waters, who was captured in
and spirited marches at breakered the animal himself or had
Tunisia. Standing beside her son is Mrs. Beatrice Patton Waters, Mrs. Hugh Hunsaker, Louisville,
fast. At noon and evening, the
it custom-slaughtered, must coldaughter of Lt. Gen. George S. Patton, armored force commander and. Prof. and Mrs. Charles A.
tunes strike a more moderate
in north Africa.
lect ration points for every sale
- AP Telemat McElroy, the latter returning
cle appea
he makes. Point value of farm
Dr. Margaret D. Craighill, dean level with dance music, familiar
with them for a two weeks visit
By David J. Wilkie
Associated Press Features
with relatives.
slaughtered meat is determined
Every o
of Women's Medical College of marches and ballards.
by the point value of meat cuts
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Young Pennsylvania, has been commisDetroit.—The dream of volume workers
as listed either on the consumer
were dinner guests Wednesday sioned a major in the army meduction of giant four-engined what to d
of Mr. and Mrs. Joe C. Tucker, ical corps, becoming the first
or the trade official table of
mber planes at Willow Run is way to d
Morganfield.
point values of meat.
woman officer. She is shown at
that perfo
uming material form.
Ration stamps or certificates
Misses Ruby Jean Baker and her desk in her college office.
Out of the great factory west simultane
Dorothy Sue Garnett visited Mrs.
collected for such sales are turn—AP Telemat
here, which a few months ago instead of
ed in to local ration boards once
Bob Watson, Mexico, last week.
• the subject of several inves- smoothly.
days
with
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and
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B.
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during each month in which a
Sgt. and Mrs. Charles Taylor,
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Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Moore.
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stamps.
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During the past decade the 12
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continued under present ration
TROLLEY CAR 'KAYOES' TRUCK—With its front end jutting spent last weekend with Mr. and acreage
e Willow Run production lines porated in
of hybrid corn from 144,regulations, provided no one
into the air, this big trailer-truck lies on its side after a colli- Mrs. C. A. Wilson.
.ly before next winter. The ba- line: othe
000 to 38 million acres.
farmer lends more than 400 sion with a street carin South Philadelphia, Pa. The crash tore
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Koon visit
• for this assertion is apparent worked in
the roof off the tram car (right) but left it on its wheels.
pounds of beef and veal togethed Mr. and Mrs. R. Y. Hooks
thin the factory, where some- duction by
er, and 150 pounds of other
—AP Telemat in Eddyville Sunday.
akin to a production mira- after - a sp
meats, in addition to 25 pounds
Mrs. Lee Burklou visited relaof other foods rationed under
tives in Sturgis last week.
last Thors
this order, in any one calendar
Miss Dorothy Sue Garnette,
Mr. and
year.
Mexico, is visiting Miss Ruby
and son.
(Too Late For Last Week)
Meat "loaned- under this proJean Baker, this week.
vision need not be returned in
By Mrs. W. M. Cartwright
Mr. and Mrs. Joe C. Tucker,
and Mrs.
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recently.
meat and fats order, OPA said.
Miss Ra
W. Va.. were dinner guests Fri‘‘...
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Andrews, been living
day of Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Young.
Mr. George Barnes, Sikeston,
mit, Mich., have moved here mother for
A Whacky Week
Mo., is visiting Mrs. Jerry Barnes
reside on their farm for the turned to
In Tennessee
and Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Baker.
xt year.
San
Knoxville, Tenn. (P)—A week
Mr. and
Mrs. John Parr and
Mrs.
Francisco
Urey Robinson, of Newport
of dizzy-doings in East TenJewell Traylor
visited
Mrs.
e Va., has returned home Ft. Knox.
nessee:
Woshie Sherrell Sunday.
a three weeks' visit with of relatives
A chick was hatched in ChatMrs. Lill'
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Blackburn
Sister, Mrs. John Cook and
tanooga with three legs.
and family visited Mr. and
Howard Pi
relatives.
MARIANAS'
A couple asked the Knox
Mrs. Reg Phelps Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. R. V. Pickering Mrs. W. M
ISLANDS .
County Court Clerk for their
Mrs. A. E. Rucker, who has
Wade
•
'led
relatives at Scottsburg
marriage certificate, which could
been seriously ill is slowly imand Mr. an
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not be found on the records. The
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Yr. and Mrs. Herbert Rodgers Pparrinecnetsto%
"newlyweds" were shocked to
Rev. and Mrs. C. W. Dilworth
1000
guests of Lowell Haile and
learn — after explaining their
arrived here Sunday. He preachlast
irsturt sisiS
last Sunday.
marriage license was stolen the
ed his first sermon Sunday as
Lowell H
Lonzo Poindexter, of
U. S. FORCES LAND ON ATTU ISLAND—U. S. forces have• pastor of the U.
night before the "wedding" along
CartersS. Presbyterian
e, Ill., has been
landed on Japanese-held Attu island, the navy has announced,.
with the "bride's" purse — that
here recently gers and
church. Services will be third
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engaging
enemy
troops.
Attu,
repairs
westernmost
of the Aleutians, is
on his farm.
they weren't legally married at
Mrs Alton
2,005 statue miles from Tokyo. Japanese have been holding At- and fourth Sundays of each
r Arch Alexander
all.
and wife of of their mo
tu and Kiska in the western Aleutians. U. S. occupation of month at this church.
ver,
Colo.,
have
The mare on Willson Ranch
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here
Mrs.
C. Y. Williams, RussellAmchitka was announced only recently.
last Sunda
—APTelemat
engage in farming.
near Athens gave birth to twin
ville, visited Mrs. Sam Howerton
Leonard Trotter and son, of Services
mule colts, an event that occurs Points On Antlers Fail
In a year of sugar rationing al- and other relatives Saturday.
were well
PiaeY Grove.
was in this vicinity
but once in several thousand
most 9 billion pounds of refined
_
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Orton reeilgl hatn
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Mailchn
To Prove Deer's Age
such occasions.
sugar have passed to American turned to Matoaka, W. Va., Sat,Y011
Rev. Chas.
WOMEN
WHO
A Johnson City lad, only 12
SUFFER FROM.% Rev. Brook
Cheyenne, Wyo., (iP) — The consumers.
urday after spending several
years old, obtained permission number of
points on a deer's
'there again
from his parents to ride a stream- antlers isn't
always a true index
May 22.
liner train to Knoxville and to his age.
Wyoming has a colMiss Bar
MU allffer
back just for the thrill of it. His lection of
from
hot flashes, diritiantlers shed each year
um. distress of
ing in Eva
imagination got the best of him by an eight-year-o
"Irregularities
",
are
Weak,
ld buck. He
nervous—due to the functional
Lonnie .0
and he caught a truck ride from never
"Middle-age"
period in a woman's
grew more than five
trip to E
We—try Lydia
Knoxville to Tallahassee, Fla., points.
E. Plnkham's Vegetable
week.
It's helped thoubefore homesickness caught up
Wads Compound.
upon
rthere suchthousands of women to
with him. On the return trip, he
At
annoying
Now
label
The Dou
symptoms'
compoundis
collasped from hunger in Atlanta.
It's smart and it's economical to
wir07..tigoit4inrig
riithanvii
65c Per Roll
re-decorate
CRY
in Canada.
A lamb in an East Tennessee
with quality wallpaper. Good
height of 3
wallpaper lasts
county was discovered—without
$10.38
longer, is always attractive, and
any hooves.
retains its
beauty. It costs only a little more
to buy . . .
but
no more to hang. It saves
Annual Jinx Jinxed
you money
At
because it can be washed with soap
Strawberry Plains, Tenn. (JP)_
35c Per Roll
and water
His old Easter jinx, writes Sgt.
and will not fade. See our
SHERWIN
selections of quality
WILLIAMS
Robert S. White, from Camp
$6.78
wallpapers before you re-decoratel
Perry, 0., is still following him
around.
)
Average Room Cost
On Easter morning in 1936
ffinfEu
At
Including
White came down with the influ15c Per Roll
Wall, Ceiling and Border
In the same spirit, keep your property protected
enza, the next year it was the
OTHER QUALITIES:
mumps. In 1938 the diagnosis was
$3.69
4c Per Roll and Up
measles and in 1939 the flu
by
insuring
with
again. His Easter ill luck in 1940
to,fuscoatrnmovb(s)iaircietovg:artyyyi00.otntlicose fsear‘
.
lo
et of valuable t
YoLtuTr
was to be marooned with his
stiatteterield
uls im
ntoorea convenient oneWhacar in a snowstorm, and last
.!;
conserve the gas naend
.
year he was laid up with ap- SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
pendicitis.
'WM PAINT HEADQUARTERS
Easter of 1943 found him in an
you
money
Army hospital recovering from
service. Come in orb
s he
With
an appendectomy and still wondering how he escaped the jinx
INSURANCE AGENCY & REAL ESTATE
in 1941.
Incorporated
117 W. Main Street
Phone 321
Phone 54
Advertising was used to sell
goods in Babylonian times.
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Home-made Drier To
Help Preserve Food

YP

ATS JOIN FIGHT TO CONTROL PIER FIRE—Coast guard boats (above) along with San Franfir' boats and city equipment battled the four alarm fire which burned beneath the apron at
ai on the San Francisco waterfront. Hundreds of longshoremen, including scores of women,
swiftly to move stacks of goods from the danger zone.
(A3)—Te1emat
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riendship News
(Too Late For Last Week)
By Mrs. W. M. Cartwright
Mr. and Mrs. Hobart Traylor
d family visited relatives at
anon recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Andrews,
troit, Mich., have moved here
reside on their farm for the
id year.
They Robinson, of Newport
ews, Va., has returned home
a three weeks' visit with
sister. Mrs. John Cook and
ther relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. R. V. Pickering
visited relatives at Scottsburg
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Rodgers
were guests of Lowell Haile and
family last Sunday.
Lonzo Poindexter. of Cartersville, Ill., has been here recently
making repairs on his farm.
Arch Alexander and wife of
Denver, Colo., have moved here
to engage in farming.
Leonard Trotter and son, of
PmeY Grove. was in this vicinity

,YOU WOMEN WHO SUFFER FROWN

HOT FLASHES

YOU suffer from
hot flashes, dileness, distress of
"irregularities". are
Weak nervoiis—due
to the functional
"middle-ape" period In a woman's
Ille—try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
It's helped thousands upon
thousands of women to
relieve such annoying symptoms.
Follow label directions.
Pinkham'
ConIPOu d Is worth trying/
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de appears to have been wrought.
Every one of the thousands of
workers seems to know exactly
,.vhat to do and the most efficient
way to do it. The jigs and tools
that perform multiple operations
simultaneously and in minutes
instead of hours are functioning
smoothly. The flow -of sub-assemblies has been timed to the minute.
Officials of the Ford-operated
bomber factory, commenting
upon the changes that only a few
weeks have made in assemblyline activitity, remark:
"This is what we expected to
do at this time. We were on
schedule last fall. We will produce more planes this month than
we did last month and the schedule will go higher next month."
The smooth coordination of
production at Willow Run has
been achieved despite numerous
master changes in the design of
the bombing craft.
One production authority at
the plant explains that under the
program now in operation many
minor changes have been incorporated in the moving assembly
line: others, he said, have been
worked in without halting production by changing certain tools
after a specific number of ships

have cleared a given point in the
assembly process.
The production experts call
this freezing the design in blocks,
but the freezing has applied only
to changes that could not be
made otherwise.
In addition to the scores of
ships now coming off the assembly lines ready to fly away each
month, Willow Run also is producing components for scores of
others to be assembled at factories in the west and southwest.
These sub-assemblies and emergency parts are shipped in huge
vans that can carry wing sections,
fuselages and other major units.
One of the outstanding production short-cuts devised at Willow
Run is an assembly unit plant
workers call a "Merry-go-'round."
On it is assembled the pilot's
floor of the bomber with most of
the equipment that goes into the
pilot's section of the ship. After
the assembly has been completed
in the open it is moved into the
fuselage.
This process alone has cut
hours from the assembly time required under the old method of
putting the equipment together
piece-by-piece inside the pilot's
section.

last Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jewel Traylor
and son, of Fredonia, and Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Parish, of Evansville, were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Hobart Traylor Sunday.
Miss Rachel Nixon who has
been living here with her grandmother for the last year has returned to her home in Hopkins-

May 30 Named As
Rural Life Sunday

Mr. and Mrs. John Miller, of
Ft. Knox, were weekend guests
of relatives here.
Mrs. Lillie Pickering and Mrs.
Howard Pickering were guests of
Mrs. W. M. Cartwright Sunday.
Wade Haile, of Mississippi,
and Mr. and Mrs. Basil Haile, of
Princeton, were guests of their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. B.
Haile, last Sunday.
Lowell Haile and family, David
Mitchell and family, Herbel Rodgers and family and Mr. and
Mrs. Alton Haile were guests
of their mother, Mrs. Allie Haile
last Sunday.
Services at Cross Road Church
were well attended last Saturby the
day night conducted
Rev. Chas. Brooks, of Princeton.
Rev. Brooks has an appointment
there again for Saturday night,
May 22.
Miss Barbara Traylor is vistiing in Evansville this week.
Lonnie Croft made a business
trip to Evansville, Ind., last
week.

Your Time Is
Worth Money
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Mother Hen Still
Good Chick Raiser

YOU can save
yourself a lot of valuable time by combining
Your scattered bills into a convenient one-place-to-pay loan.
What's more, you conserve the gas and tires that are so
vital for victory.
LET us tell
you more about this helpful, time-saving
money service. Come in
or telephone . . . TODAY . . .
Without
obligation.
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1061 z Market
Maurice French
Phone
St.
Princeton, Ky.
Manager
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A substitute for tea in Belgium is made from a mixture of
finely chopped leaves of the
strawberry plant, hazel tree,
raspberry bush, mulberry tree,
and a variety of blueberry.

First choice
of thousands
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A LAXATIVE
Follow Lobo! °trochees

Denver ()—Some dogs catch
rats, mice or cats but not so
Peppy. lie kills tne tomato worms
in the; Victory Garden of Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Artese, his owners.
Tomato worms frequently are
four inches long, tough-skinned
and equipped with sharp jaws,
A beaver colony may persist
the better to chew tender to- for centuries.

THANKS TO RETONGA
HE
CAN
MAKE
A
CROP
Distress
From Nervous indigestion, Sluggish Elimination and Muscular Pains
Promptly Relieved, States
Mr. Young. It
Weight, Strength.

Miss Jane Lee Davis, 22, above
first feminine order clerk in
the history or the Chicago
stock exchange, uses a telephone on the floor. Her employer there said: "Miss Davis
is doing a fine job." She is a
graduate of Northwestern University.
—AP Telemat

These Tough Marines
Boston ,M—A marine on leave
attempted to mount a camel at
an exposition here. The camel
fell on him. The marine went to
the hospital with a fractured collar bone. The camel died.

"I don't believe I could have
put in a crop this spring but for
Retonga," declares Mr. Robert
Vance Young, one of the best
known farmers in Wake County,
who resides on Route 1, New
Hill, N. C. Discussing his case,
Mr. Young continued:
"I was so uncomfortable from
indigestion and pains in
my
muscles that I couldn't half
sleep. I didn't want to eat, and
so much gas formed in my stomach that I often felt like I would
choke from the pressure up
against my chest. Stubborn constipation made me feel like I was
full of toxic poisons, and I got
to be almost a slave to strong
laxatives. I felt so achy, weak,
and undernourished I couldn't
plow a row.
"Retonga gave me such grand
relief I can now eat anything on

Mr. Robert Vance Young
the table, the aches and pains
are relieved, and I no longer
have to take harsh laxatives. I
can plow a two horse team all
day. Retonga was a godsend to
me."
Retonga is intended for the relief of such distress when due to
loss of appetite, insufficient flow
of gastric juices in the stomach,
constipation, and Vitamin B-1
deficiency. Thousands praise it.
Retonga may be obtained at
Dawson's Drug Store.
adv.

Meat Canning Boosted
A total of 8,622 quarts of meat
have been canned by 221 homemakers in Nelson county this
year, reports Home Agent Florine Hurt. This is an increase of
1,138 quarts over the amount put
up last year. Included are 223
quarts of liver, 390 quarts of
beef and 288 quarts of chicken.
Manatees are so sluggish that
moss marine plants grow on
their backs..

Sure it's fall to Chat!

KENTUCKY IS
SURROUNDED
HE state of Kentucky with its vast natural
resources and advantages is surrounded by
states whose tax systems give them a distinct
advantage over Kentucky.

T
But—Sacrificing
Non-Essential Calls Helps
Clearlinesfor Vital War Calls
You bet it's pleasant to talk
with friends over the telephone,
just as it was pleasant to take
those long Sunday afternoon
rides when we had plenty of
tires and gasoline.
But social calls must be
handled over the same local
telephone facilities as war calls.
There is a definite limit to the
number of calls these facilities
can handle at the same time,
and when more calls are
some must wait.

made,

With telephone equipment
already burdened with war calls,
non -essential calls may delay
necessary calls, so we are requesting your voluntary cooperation to reduce unnecessary calling.

we

is needed

At.

Share Waste Fat
With Uncle Sam
If you can't give all of your
waste fat to Uncle Sam, at least
share it, is the urgent appeal of
Miss Myrtle Weldon, state leader of home demonstration work.
Many thrifty Kentucky homemakers have long been in the
habit of making soap at home.
Worthy as such a practice is, it
means that the glycerine contained in the fat is lost, instead
of being used for powder, nitroglycerine and dynamite. Approximately 10 percent of waste fat
is glycerine. It is emphasized
that fat salvage is more than
a campaign; it is a program
which homemakers are urged to
carry on day after day, as long
as the war lasts. Every tablespoonful helps.

mato plants.
•
Peppy saw Mr. and Mrs. Artese, at 5 a.m. of a morning, destroying tomato worms in the
Artese garden. Soon Peppy was
In the garden every morning before Mr. and Mrs. Artese, catching tomato worms. So they've
turned the job over to him.

Dog Puts The Bite
9n Tomato Worms

1411f.N.

The Kentucky Rural Church
Council announces that May 30
will be observed as Rural Life
Sunday. Both rural and city
churches have been asked to
place special emphasis upon the
meaning of Christianity for rural
life, on that Sunday. Some
churches make it a day for dinner on the grounds. In other instances country and city pastors
exchange pulpits that day. Local
farm organizations, such as 4-H
clubs, the Farm Bureau and
Future Farmers, sometimes take
prominent parts in services.
Rural Life Sunday is the fifth
Sunday after Easter.

where
In Greenup county
chicks are hard to get, Mrs. W.
C. Sherman is well on the way
to meeting her record of last
year when she raised 250 baby
chicks. Now, as then, old Mother
Hen is her hatchery. Last month,
Mrs. Sherman sold 36 hens and
five roosters for $71. To further
help in food production, she is
milking six cows this year instead of four, and she plans to
put up more than the 500 quarts
of fruits and vegetables canned
last season. Mrs. Sherman is a
The Douglas fir, largest tree leader in her homemakers' club
in Canada, often reaches the and for five years has been preheight of 300 feet.
sent at every meeting.

gen
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First In History

A home-made vegetable and
fruit dehydrator or drier designed at the Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station should
help families dry the products
of their victory gardens, where
there is electricity. It is a boxlike affair of easy construction
which uses electric light bulbs
for heat and a small fan to circulate hot air through vegetables
or fruit placed on screen shelves.
The model made at the Experiment Station is 20 inches
square and 30 inches high. On
its eight shelves can be dried in
8 to 10 hours 19 pounds of cartots, 12 pounds of snap beans or
a half-bushel of apples.
The dehydrator is not to take
the place of canning, but can be
used to dry corn, carrots, beans
and other non-acid vegetables
which are hard to can, and also
apples and peaches.

i""•••

By David J. Wilkie
Associated Press Features
Detroit.—The dream of volume
action of giant four-engined
ber planes at Willow Run is
ming material form.
Out of the great factory west
here, which a few months ago
the subject of several invesations and many conjectures,
big B-24 Liberators are being
livered in steadily increasing
bers.
The daily number remains a
litary secret that probably will
disclosed until the war
Within the plant, however,
great war-birds move nosetail over .long assembly lines;
move on a fixed schedule to
acing station and out of the
end of the plant for final
on the adjacent airfield.
On the wide-sweeping conete apron outside the factory,
liens of the finished craft are
7:ed up for tests.
C. E. Wilson, of the War Proaction Board, said recently after
specting the plant that 500
umbers would be coming from
he WillJw Run production lines
aily before next winter. The bafor this assertion is apparent
thin the factory, where someakin to a production mira-
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Under normal conditions
would expand our facilities to
care for the increased volume
of calls, but we cannot do that
now because the needed materials are going into war
weapons.

Seven states border on Kentucky. Of these,
Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Tennessee and West
Virginia have no state income tax.* The other two,
Virginia and Missouri, have materially lower rates
than Kentucky.
This situation creates a definite tax barrier
against bringing new industries and new capital
into Kentucky to develop the state for the benefit
of all our people.
Kentucky should relieve its citizens of the tax
which has created this unjustifiable discrimination.
Only the state legislature can do this. Now is the
time for citizens to act, while candidates for the
legislature are announcing for the August primaries.
It is your privilege as a citizen and taxpayer to
discuss your views on income tax repeal with these
prospective members of the legislature in your
county.
•Indiana has a gross income tax of If per cent
to 1 per cent, with $1,000 exomption, but no tax
on net Incomes. Tennessee lazes dividends but
not earned incomes.

help

So won't you
by making
fewer local calls?
you must make a call, won't
you please try to make
short as possible?

And when

it as

KENTUCKY

TAX

RESEARCH

ASSOCIATION
SOUTHER n BELL TELEPHORE
ono TELEGRAPH COMPARY
INCOPPORATECI
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County Extension
Office Moves To
Aid Farm Labor

The Agricultural Extension office is making plans to launch
the far mlabor situation immediately, County Agent J. F. Graham said Monday, and do everything within its power to aid
farmers with their work problems
when production or harvesting
of food is envolved.
Mr. Graham said first job is
to get a fair appraisal of the
labor situation and then, through
better distribution of farm labor
already on farms, U. S. Crop
Corps and Women's Land Army,
provide assistance insofar as
possible where urgently needed.
He said farmers should use all
their initiative and ability in
planning work for maximum
and should trade work
with neighbors to mutual benefit.
Mr. Graham stated the joint
resolution approved by Congress
a few days ago provides for
some assistance in mobilizing
farm manpower but does not
provide additional labor.
A Farm Labor Committee has
been appointed for Caldwell Col. Gen Von Arnim, captured German commander-in-chief of
county and will meet Saturday the defeated Axis Tunisian forces, strides from the airplane which
brought him to England. He wears high-topped shoes and carries
night, May 22, to make plans
a swagger stick. His arrival coincided with British celebration
for immediate action.
of the Allied victory in North Africa.. This picture was radioed
Committee members are: M. P. from London to the United States.
—(IF) Telemat
Brown, Edwin Lamb, W. P. Oldham, Mack Rustin, C. K. Mc- State Official Wins
Eddyville Soldier Is
Neely, Roy Newsom, Urey Cook,
Wounded In N. Africa
Marine
Commissio
n
W. G. McConnell, John Mahan,
(By Associated Press)
(By Associated Press)
Champ Oates, Edgar Milton,
Washington.—Names of 600
Clyde T. Jones, W. L. Woodruff,
Frankfort.—Vernon D. Rooks,
James Blackburn, Donald Rob- assistant State insurance director soldiers wounded in action were
erts, H. J. Watson, W. P. Craw- was notified for a commission as made public Tuesday by the War
ford and C. E. George.
first lieutenant in the Marines Department. Included were:
Wounded in North Africa:
and might expect to get orders
A sea cow originally had four to report for basic training in
Pvt. Dixie T. Oliver, son of
limbs, but the rear two have two weeks. Rooks, a native. of Mrs. Geniva Oliver, Route 1,
evolved into a fleshy paddle.
Paducah, attended the University Eddyville;
Pvt. Archie L. Hopson, Jr., son
of Kentucky and wOrked on the
Home consumption of coffee Lexington Herald for several of Archie L. Hopson, Cerulean.
under the rationing program is years before joining the insur30 percent less than it was in ance division as a clerk in
The distance between a man's
1932.
1941.
eyes is about the width of an
Peru has climatic variations eye.
The whitetailed deer can run that match the range from
the
at a speed of 50 miles an hour equator to the poles.
In the first year of war the
for short distances.
fire loss to critical materials and
Nylon is being used as surgical factories in the U. S. was $100,Everybody reads The Leader. sutures instead of silk.
000,000.

ef-

ADVERTISING IS HELPING
TO WIN THIS WAR • • .

CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR RENT: 5-room downstairs
apartment. 705 Locust St.
WANTED TO BUY: A farm. approximately 100 acres. Phone
196-W. Marion, or write Lenville Conyer, Marion.
ltp

ASSOCIATION

BABY CHICKS, 21 breeds, bloodtested, $5.95 and up. Prompt
shipments Mondays or Thursdays. White for prices. Hoosier.
716 West Jefferson. Louisville,

Since Pearl Harbor, new tasks make advertising even more important to the public welfare. It describes new war-time products and
how to use them, sells War Bonds and Stamps,
tells consumers about the vital war tasks of
American industry and enterprise.
It still has no equal in informing the American
housewife how best to save her vital war-time
dollars. It is winning its own War Award in the
campaign to keep down the cost of living. Advertising and consumers, together, can

HELP THE NATION WHIP INFLATION!

of

BETTER BUSINESS BUREAUS
The LEADER, in co-operation with
Government, business and consumers, publishes this advertisemen
t in
furtherance of the war effort.

Agricultural Program
Year Is Extended
To Dec. 31, 1943
The Agricultural Conservation Association has announced
the extension of the program
year to December 31, 1943, instead of July 1, 1943, as formerly
announced. Also the farmers who
have not signed farm plans have
until June 30 to sign their plan
and thus participate in the 1943
A. C. program, according to Mrs.
Clifton Pruett, AAA secretary
The Caldwell County AAA
Committee, Curtis E. George,
Walter Perry, Reuben P. Ray
and Mrs. Clifton Pruett,
chief clerk,-attended a meeting
in Hopkinsville last Thursday,
May 13, where instructions were
given on 1943 A. C. performance.
Farmers will report their own
1943 tobacco measurements to
their community committeemen
and only approximately 2 percent of the farms will be spotchecked.
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ell R. Smith,
loved Citizen
aimed By Death

AAA

Everybody reads The Leader

Mayor Fred L. weii

Owensboro's popular
Fred L. Weir, a candidatt
the Democratic nomiaatirr.
Secretary of State,
friends here Friday in
terest of his candidacy.
Weir made a tour of
county seats last
ported he reel,
couragement fron. ading
members.
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f You Have Cash
BUY BONDS
If You Need Cash
Come In or Phone

Come unto me, all ye
that labour and are
heavy laden, and I will
give you rest.
Take my yoke upon you
and learn of me: for I
am meek and lowly in
heart: and ye shall find
rest unto your souls.
For my yoke is easy.
and my burden is light.
Matt. 11:28-30
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kook $559,500 to ;1,394,250.
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FLORIDA ORANGES
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meats. More for your Money all the lisle.
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Yellow Texas
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President Of Farmers
Notional Bank Succumbs At Louisville;
Funeral Services Friday
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Sandwich lb 16(
Cakes
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PANCAKE
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muffins,
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all ready to
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Crescent
Furniture Polish .......e
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Starch
Cube 2 pkgs. 15f
Hot Sauce MacGowan's
bottle
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CUP COFFEE,
the coffee
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flavor
lavor
package
22
Iodized Salt Sterling
2 lb. pkg. 1/(

Large size
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Extra fine sweet and full of juice, Florida Oranges. Enjoy them . . . prit
able. More for your Money all the time.

Fresh Green
CABBAGE
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Owensboro
Candidot
Visits Voters Here

Oranges - Oranges
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and defend its freedom.

NATIONAL

Corporal Technician William
Clyde Stephens, Ft. Knox, spent
a furlough last week with his
parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Uel
Stephens, near Cedar Bluff.
* * *
Pvt. Rufus Boaz, Arnorilla
Field, Amorilla, Texas, left
Tuesday after a furlough with
friends and relatives.
* * *
Charles Taylor, Ft. Benning,
Ga. is spending a furlough here
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mack Taylor, Dawson Road.
*
* *
Pvt. Homer Ray Patterson
and
Mrs. Patterson, Keesler
Field, Miss.,. arrived Saturday
Lt. i tc...1- G. Dickens (above)
for a visit with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Homer Patterson. Pvt. of the Royal navy, son of Adm.
Patterson is being transferred Sir Gerald Dickens and great
grandson of Charles Dickens, the
to a specialist's school.
novelist; is shown after light
* *
Clarence Yates, Cobb, who coastal forces he commanded
was recently inducted into the penetrated enemy waters and
Army, is at Ft. Benjamin Har- sank a German armed trawler
off the Netherlands coast. He has
rison, Ind.
been awarded the Distinguished
* * *
Pvt. Billy Davis, son of Mrs. Service Cross of Britain.
—AP Telemat
Jettie Davis, Cobb, has been
quite ill and is in a hospital. furlough
vistiing his wife and
He is stationed at Camp Bowie,
other relatives. He is a Deisel
Texas.
* * *
mechanic in the Air Corps.
• • •
A recent letter from Mr. and
Mrs. Rushton, of England, states
Pfc. T. C. Pryor, Jr., returned
that Sergeant David C. Porter to
Camp ;Crowder, Mo., Sunday
is well and has been a frequent
after a ten-day furlough here.
visitor in their home.
* * *
*
* *
Don McCaslin, Camp Swift,
Corporal Technician J. B. Pilaut, Camp Hood, Texas, spent a Texas, has been promoted to
furlough here this week with his rank of Corporal. He is a son
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. W.
of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. McCaslin,
Pilaut and other relatives. He
is a mechanic in the Tank De- Mechanic street.
* * *
stroyer Division.
Capt.
Hugh
Shelby Skees, Ft.
*
*
*
Hayes, Columbus, Ohio, arrived
Robert Pruett, U.S.N., Great
Lakes, Ill., arrived Monday "on Sunday to spend a furlough with
his family.
leave." He will visit his father,
W. D. Pruett, and brother, ClifIn 1939 the United States
ton Pruett.
bought 51,600,000 pounds of raw
* * *
silk from other nations at a cost
Buddy Childress, U. S. N., has
of $121,000,000.
been transferred from the Great
Lakes Naval Training Center to
Between 1850 and 1860, about
the Navy Pier in Chicago, for
250,000 buffalo were killed anadvanced training. He spent a
furlough here recently with his nually in the United States.
mother, Mrs. Byron Childress,
In 1819 a sperm whale atafter finishing his "boot" traintacked and sunk a three-masted
ing.
ship in the Pacific.
* * *
Fred A. Talley, son of Mrs.
Tylene Talley, who joined the
Navy in October, has recently
been promoted to petty officer,
first class. He is on ship duty.
* * *
Pvt. William A. Hogan, Jefferson Barracks, Mo., is
on

FOUND: Soldier's new kakhi
cap, near Crider, on Highway
91. Monday. Owner may get
same at The Princeton Leader.
WANTED: Good, late model
used cars. Will pay fair cash
price. Rowland Motor Co.
Phone 628.
2tc
FOR SALE: One good two-horse
wagon with or without becl;
One good work mule, one set
wagon harness, mowing machine, sweep rake. Alvin
Lisanby.
2tc
FOR RENT: 3 room apartment,
hall and private bath. W. B.
Davis. Phone 737.
3tf
WANTED: Waitresses. Wages $15,
room and board. Experience
unnecessary. Must be 18 or
over. State Line Inn. Momence. Ill.
2tri
ATTENTION FARMERS: Loans
through National Farm Loan
Association to buy or refinance
farms. Longest terms and lowest interest rates, with repayment privileges. Federal Land
Bank System. See: J. D. Alexander. Sec'y.-Treas. N.F.L.A.,
Office, Princeton, Ky.
4t
FREE! If Excess acid causes you
pains of Stomach Ulcers, Indigestion, Heartburn. Belching,
Bloating, Nausea, Gas Pains,
get free sample, Udga, at Dawson Drug Store.
36-15tp

Advertising, the consumer's guide in peace
time, is now helping America fight for liberty

Farmers Can Join
ACP Until June 30

Fighting Dickens

Von Arnim Arrives In England

Committee Named To
Help Production And
Harvesting Of Caldwell Food Crops

ficiency

Thursday, May 20, 1
,

The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentucky
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